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Mk1/2 Washer Jets

Complete range of gearbox parts
for road and race including our 
famous EVO diffs and 5 speed 
gearboxes. Only RHP and top 
quality bearings stocked.
The best crosspin diff 
available!  Over 400 sales per annum.
C-AJJ3385 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £163.39
Heavy duty helical gear kit C-STN48  . . . . . .£706.56
Competition steel baulk ring C-22A1741  . . . .£23.99
Evo upgrade std baulk ring  22G2033EVO  . . .£13.99
Hi-tech oil pick up pipe C-AHT54  . . . . . . . . .£27.00

Gearboxes & Diffs

£85.80

Geometry Kits
Complete kit with adjustable tie 
bars and adjustable lower arms. 
With correct performance bushes. 
Order as MSSK3008 £85.80 full kit

Package
Price

Suspension Cone
The only genuine cone springs on the market made
from original Rover tooling. Order as FAM3968

Suspension

Suspension, Steering & Bearings

CV Joints

1275 and 1984 on - stamped GCV1013 . . . . £31.20
Early small 1.125" nut type pre 1984 GCV1105 . £30.60
Correct fitting inboard type GCV1102 . . . . . . £36.00

We will not sell cheap, inferior CV joints 
We ONLY sell DEPENDABLE components

Cooper S Distributor

Gearbox gasket set AJM804B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9.47
Copper head gasket set 
- 998cc AJM1250 . . . . . £12.84

Copper std 998cc head set AJM1250MS . . . . £9.50
Copper head gasket set - 1275cc AJM1140MS £13.40
Minispares 1275 copper head gasket GEG300 . £15.54
1275 with BK450 Head gasket set . . . . . . . . . . . £17.10
Engine block set . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £11.65
Turbo Comp. Head Gasket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £64.80
Cometic Head Gasket C-AHT189 . . . . . . . . . . . . £96.22
Large bore manifold gasket C-AHT381 . . . . . . . £2.58
Silicon rocker cover gasket GUG705009EVO . . . . £9.60

Made to Rover Parts Sales’ final 
specification. Part No. GWW807

Choose Genuine or Quality 
Alternative Parts

£40.69

Bumper and Brightwork

All Mini Spares chrome and 
brightwork items are top 
quality and made to fit correctly.

Exhausts
Owners and stockists of RC40 systems. 
• Flowbench tested and using proven optimum size
1.75”(1.625”) internal tubing for maximum efficiency
and performance.
• Even our mild steel versions have stainless steel
tailpipes and inner baffle box pipes. Most 
competitors don’t even have these 
stainless internals in their 
‘stainless steel’ silencers!

RC40 classic twin box system & d/pipe . . . . £58.80
Single box system from cat back . . . . . . . . . £64.27
Single box system for van/estate . . . . . . . . . £74.48
Twin box system  from cat back  . . . . . . . . . £70.20

RC40 Range

Mini Spares stainless steel bumper 
- fits BETTER than Rover original! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £55.20
Bumper non-genuine s/steel DPB10165MS . £34.80
Bumper non-genuine chrome 14A6779MS . . £27.60
S/steel Mk1 overider/corner bar kit MSSK025 . . . . £102.88
Inner/outer door moulding car set Mk4> MSSK2104 . £43.91
Headlamp Rings - Stainless steel 500929MS . . . . . . £9.71
Headlamp Rings - Chrome-on-brass 17H5143 . . . . £16.69
S/steel inner headlamp ring DHF100010SS . . . . . . . £10.00
Fluted deluxe chrome wheel arch trim GZF105A . . . . £15.60
Flat standard chrome wheel arch trim GZF107A . . . . . £7.80

  
Prices are correct at time of going to press, but are subject to change without notice. E&O.E.    e-mail:- sales@minispares.com       www.minispares.com     Export Tel: (+44) 1707 607702

All part numbers used are unique and intellectual property of either Mini Spares Centre Ltd or Rover / X parts licensees.

Cranborne Industrial Estate, 
Cranborne Rd. Potters Bar. EN6 3JN
Telephone: 01707 607700 

Units 2E and 2G Harwood Road 
Northminster Business Park. York. Y026 6QU
Telephone: 01423 881800 

991 Wolverhampton Rd. Oldbury. 
W. Midlands. B69 4RJ
Telephone : 0121 544 0011
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Mail Order - 01 707 607700 Mail Order also available direct from Mini Spares North Call 01 423 881800 to order 

minispares.com
Visit the official MiniSpares.com 
website for pictures, downloads,
catalogues, current prices &
special deals

Mobile & tablet friendly

BODY,
MECHANICAL 
& TRIM

CATALOGUE
The 6th edition of 
our AKM2
catalogue. 
Include all models 
from 1959-2000.

mini spares - London mini spares - Midlands mini spares - North

Now
Open!

Original UNIPART 

Swivel Pin Repair Kit

part number GSJ166 

• Want the 
GENUINE part?

Want a cheaperalternative?
Mini Spares approved part number
GSJ166MS £7.56

£23.04
or

Clearly identified MINI
SPARES part number

• Cheaper Price• Same Quality

Mini Spares 20/50 mineral oil
GUL7005T  . . . . . . . .£16.00
20/50 mineral oil & spin on 
filter (not MPI) SO4  . .£17.78

Clutches & Flywheels

£58.80

Scan the QR codes to see the full

range on your tablet ot smart phone

Engines:
Visit our website for
THE FULL PARTS
LISTING

Gaskets:
Visit our website for
THE FULL PARTS
LISTING

Suspension:
Visit our website for
THE FULL PARTS
LISTING

Exhausts:
Visit our website for
THE FULL PARTS
LISTING

Brightwork:
Visit our website for
THE FULL PARTS
LISTING

Steering:
Visit our website for
THE FULL PARTS
LISTING

Drivetrain:
Visit our website for
THE FULL PARTS
LISTING

Electrics:
Visit our website for

THE FULL PARTS
LISTING

Each

£4.20

Brand new ACCESSORIES

CATALOGUE available to

order online!
www.minispares.com

mini spares catalogues
NEW!

Brakes:
Visit our website for
THE FULL PARTS
LISTING

Forged Cranks
For 1275cc blocks 
and made in 
81.3mm and 86mm stroke
(bare forging only £576.00) . . . . . . crank £1897.92

Engines NEW!

Steering racks - L/H or R/H   FAM7306/7 . . . . . . £62.82
MPi Sportspack type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £71.94
Quick rack  L/H or R/H  C-AJJ1570/1 . . . . . £78.00
Genuine track rod end GSJ1106 . . . . . . . . . £11.42
Non genuine GSJ734MS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £4.80
Swivel pin kit genuine GSJ166. . . . . . . . . . . £23.04
or our own which we recommend for any use
Mini Spares swivel pin kit  GSJ166MS . . . . . £8.18
Timken front wheel bearings GHK1140 . . . . £49.14
Tried & tested non gen. front wheel bearings - 
with sales of nearly 5,000 per year and no
breakages - GHK1140MS . . . . . . . . . . . . . £13.80
Rear Timken GHK1805 modifd - late . . . . . . £32.40
Non genuine rear bearing GHK1548MS  . . . £14.39

NEW!  5 port alloy heads . . . . . . . . . from £1251.50
8 port head kits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £2018.09
1380cc built Up 1/2 engine by Bill Richards . . £1130.92
Mega pistons 20/40/60 and 73.5 . . . . . . . . £236.69
73.5 EVO pistons 9cc dish C-STR311 . . . . . . . £194.40
Camshaft Evolution001 . new blanks,outright £89.10 
Ultimate performance cam follower set C-AEG580 £31.20
Oil pumps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £15.83
CNC Evolution Slot Drive Oil Pump . . . from £112.50
Spin-on oil filter (OE supplier) MSF166 . . . . . . £2.23
Forged 1.5 rocker set C-AHT436. . . . . . . . . £133.33
Alloy 1.5 hi-lift roller rocker set C-AHT446A £222.50
Duplex timing kit C-AJJ3323 . . . . . . . . . . . . £27.20
21A1902 Mini Spares gen profile engine mount £8.34
21A1902MS Non-genuine mounting . . . . . . . . £3.00
21A1902ST threaded mounting. . . . . . . . . . . . £3.78
Lightweight Large Impeller Water Pump . . . . £18.90
Minimum stretch single row chain 3H2127EVO . £19.44
Minimum stretch double row chain 2H4905EVO. £24.79

Reproduction of the 40819 cooper S 23D
distributor but with more advance for

economy and performance similar to MK3 S
curves. Fitted with quickfit points and uprated
rotor arm 12G2140 . . . . . . . . . . . . . £45.90

All other 25D to 59D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £45.00
A new distributor - cheaper than a conversion kit
Electric type of above (no points) . . . . . . . from £56.65
Also available are 3 electric types to match your
camshaft profile to our distributor design
Std to 276 cam spec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £82.20
Above is ideal for our Evolution camshaft range
285 - 296 cam spec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £82.80
310-315 cam spec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £90.00

Gearboxes:
Visit our website for
THE FULL PARTS
LISTING

Flywheel puller for all types CE1 £21.78
Master cylinder GMC1008  . .£45.50
Standard diaphragm GCC103 . £26.10
Orange diaphragm  C-AEG481 .£35.10
Grey Comp diaphragm C-AEG482. . . . . . . . . £37.75
Clutch lever arm Verto DAM5355MS . . from £18.28
Clutch lever arm pre Verto 22A2204MS . . . . £24.00
3 piece AP clutch assembly pre Verto GCK100AF . . . . £60.30
3 Piece Verto clutch pre-inj 180mm plate GCK151MS £116.42
3 Piece Verto clutch inj 190mm plate GCK152MS . . £118.80
3 piece turbo kit  GCK371AF . . . . . . . . . . . £122.40
Verto 20% upgrade pressure, fits all C-AEG485 £70.20
AP Std. clutch plate, Turbo, light tune  GCP204 . £33.12
MiniSpares/AP road/rally 180mm Plate C-AHT595 180mm £64.54
AP Racing road/rally clutch C-AHT596 180mm . . . . . . £88.78
Ultralight flywheel - standard EN8  . . . . . . . .£135.35
Ultralight flywheel - race EN24  . . . . . . . . . .£209.08

New Gears

29 tooth A plus primary gears for 998 or 
1275, with floating bush for longevity, state cc £153.60
2nd gear for 4 synchro pre A plus . . . . . . . . £76.80

New!
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Magazine Copy Dates
These are the latest dates copy should be 
received by the Editor for publication.

April magazine – 1st March
May magazine – 1st April
June magazine – 1st May

Magazine Publishing Guidelines
Please submit all copy, including For Sale and 
Wanted adverts, to the Editor prior to the 
1st day of each month. The production of 
a magazine starts a month before the due 
publishing date. Please submit copy to the 
Editor only. 

If possible please provide copy electronically 
by email with Word attachments. 

Images may also be supplied electronically, 
but please bear in mind that the resolution 
and depth need to be as high as you can 
provide. Please supply any images as JPEG 
only. Please do not embed pictures or graphics 
in word documents, these should be supplied 
separately. Email to editor@minicooper.org 

Handwritten or typed submissions are 
always welcomed with equal precedence to 
electronic forms. 

Please keep articles to a maximum of 1500 
words.

Original photographs and slides are also 
welcomed and will be digitally scanned and 
promptly returned. The Club will pay for all 
postage and packaging on returnable items.

Contents

Recognised as a Single-Make Car Club by
The Royal Automobile Club Motor Sports 

Association Limited
Mini Cooper Register formed as a Club in 1986

Disclaimer
The opinions expressed in this publication are purely those of the contributors and should 
not be construed as the policies of either the club or committee. Whilst every care is taken 
to ensure the information in this publication is correct, no liability can be accepted by the 
authors of Mini Cooper Register for loss, damage or injury caused by errors in, or omissions 
from the information given.

Printed by: The Lavenham Press, Arbons House, 47 Water Street, Lavenham, 
Suffolk, CO10 9RN   Tel : 01787 247 436

Contents copyright 
© Mini Cooper Register 2014   
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Cooper World is printed on well-managed FSC 
paper using vegetable-based inks. Printing plates 
are aluminium and are recycled, as are any surplus/
old inks while printing blankets are shredded and 
used for rubberised play areas and footpaths. The 
wrapping it comes in is degradable and will break 
down in the soil.
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Chairman 
Robert Young 
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
01580 763975 (H) 
chairman@minicooper.org

Vice Chairman 
Tony Salter 
20 Batchelor Green, Southampton,  
Hants, SO31 8FJ 
02380 560073 (H) 
vicechairman@minicooper.org

Treasurer 
Ian Hitchman 
20 Meadowfield Road, Barnby Dun,  
Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN3 1LN 
01302 883550 (H) 
treasurer@minicooper.org 

General Secretary  
Kim Bromage 
31 Coralin Close, Chelmsley Wood,  
Birmingham, B37 7NE 
0121 680 1814 (H) 
secretary@minicooper.org 

REGISTRARS
Ex-Works and Competition Cars Register 
Robert Young - See Chairman 
exworks@minicooper.org
Appendix K Register 
Russell Earnshaw 
8 White Ley Bank, Fulstone, New Mill,  
Huddersfield, W. Yorkshire, HD7 7DL  
01484 683899 
appendixK@minicooper.org 
Cooper S MK I Register 
Simon Wheatcroft 
392 Nuneaton Road, Bulkington, Nuneaton, 
Warwickshire, CV12 9RR 01827 830539 
mk1sregistrar@minicooper.org
Cooper MK I Register 
Barbara Alexander 
Hollam Farm Cottage, 76 Bridge Street, Titchfield, PO14 3QL 
01329 841225 
mk1registrar@minicooper.org 
Cooper S MK II Register 
Nick Hunter 
01785 813693 
mk2sregistrar@minicooper.org 
Cooper MK II Register 
Graham E Robinson 
80 Alexandra Road, Great Wakering, Essex, SS3 0HW 
01702 219298 
mk2registrar@minicooper.org
Cooper S MK III Register 
Simon Wheatcroft 
See Cooper S MK1 Registrar 
mk3sregistrar@minicooper.org
RSP Cooper Register 
Roger Hunt  
Red Lion Lodge, Clopton, Kettering,  
Northamptonshire, NN14 3DZ  
01832 720571 
rsp@minicooper.org
Rover Cooper Register 
John Parnell 
8 Meadow Bank, Eversley Park Road, London N21 1JE 
020 8886 8226 
rovercooper@minicooper.org 
Coachbuilt Cooper & Cooper S Register 
Steve Burkinshaw 
28 Loom Lane, Radlett, Herts, WD7 8AD 
01923 855971 
coachbuilt@minicooper.org
Ex-Police Cooper & Cooper S Register  
David Davies 
9 Mountway, Waverton, Chester, CH3 7QF 
01244 332282 
expolice@minicooper.org
Innocenti Cooper Register 
Foster Charlton 
12 Queens Terrace, Wallsend, Tyne and Wear, NE28 7QU  
0191 2639019 
innocenti@minicooper.org
Mini Super Register 
Garry Dickens 
Pryland Barn, Cheddon Road, Taunton, Somerset,  
TA2 7QT 01823 338228 (H)  
01823 337835 (W) 07519 513826 (M)  
super@minicooper.org 
1275GT Register 
Alan Clark 
20, Voller Drive, Reading, Berkshire, RG31 4SE  
0118 9423778 
1275gt@minicooper.org
Modern MINI Cooper Register 
David Young 
8 Weald View, Staplecross, Robertstbridge, TN32 5QW 
01580 830000 
newmini@minicooper.org
Non Cooper Register 
Jonathan Voss 
474a Earlham Road, Norwich, Norfolk, NR4 7HP  
07477 717199 Please call after 18:30pm 
noncooper@minicooper.org

Please avoid phoning Committee Members and Contacts after 9pm.
Display Advertising - please contact: Kay Scott 01943 461679 kjsadvertising@btinternet.com
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Webmaster 
Mike Bennett 
45 The Park, Penketh, Warrington, Cheshire WA5 2SG 
01925 727479 (H) 
webmaster@minicooper.org 

Magazine Editor  
Paul Sulma 
7 Dorset Way, Twickenham, Middx, TW2 6NB 
0208 898 9476 (H) 
editor@minicooper.org 

Membership Administration 
Sarah Monk 
Mini Cooper Register, Arbons House, 
47 Water Street, Lavenham, Suffolk CO10 9RN 
01787 249284 
mcr@minicooper.org

Membership Information 
Lesley Young  
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
01580 763975 (H) 
membership@minicooper.org

Events Co-Ordinator 
Justin Ridyard 
2 Carlsden Close, Dover, Kent, CT17 0SD 
01304 330715 (H) 
events@minicooper.org

Competition Secretary 
Peter Moss 
The Dower House, Rogate, West Sussex, GU31 5EG 
01730 818336 (H) 
competition@minicooper.org 

Club Shop 
Sally Salter 
20 Batchelor Green, Southampton, Hants. SO31 8FJ  
02380 560073 (H) 
regalia@minicooper.org

Regional Co-ordinator 
Patricia Webb 
45 St Leonards Hill, Queensferry Road, 
Dunfermline, Fife, Scotland KY11 3AH 
07834 081697 
regions@minicooper.org

Public Relations 
Lorraine Hampson 
01428 712154 
pr@minicooper.org 

Car Registrar 
Peter Barratt 
44 Bushey Grove Road, Watford, Herts, WD23 2JQ 
01923 816757 
cars@minicooper.org

Youth Co-ordinator 
Sarah Voss 
0/2, 49 Kelvinside Drive, Glasgow, G20 6QD 
07988 864002 
youthcoordinator@minicooper.org 

Non Designated Committee Members 
Rod Chilcot 01707 650107 

OTHER CONTACTS
Archivist 
Robert Young - See Chairman 
archivist@minicooper.org

Heritage Liaison 
Peter Moss - See Competition Secretary  
heritage@minicooper.org

DVLA V765 Contact  
(Vehicle Registration Recovery) 
Paul Sulma, 0208 898 9476 
v765@minicooper.org

HONORARY PRESIDENT 
Mike Cooper

HONORARY MEMBERS
Rauno Aaltonen
Peter Baldwin
Warwick Banks
Peter Browning
Willy Cave
Ron Crellin
Ginger Devlin
Paul Easter
Paddy Hopkirk
Bill Price
John Rhodes
Gordon Spice
Stuart Turner
Julien Vernaeve
Basil Wales 
Lady Watson (Christabel Carlisle)
Barrie Williams
Mike Wood

Facebookwww.facebook.com/
minicooperregister

https://twitter.com/
cooperregister

www.minicooper.org
forum.minicooper.org 



www.cherishedvehicleinsurance.co.uk
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Cherished Vehicle
Insurance

Classic Mini Insurance
                    for your pride & joy                                        for your pride & joy
Classic Mini Insurance

for your pride & joy

Calls to 0333 numbers are charged at ‘normal’ rates from landlines.

Cherished Vehicle Insurance Services is a trading name of A-Plan Holdings who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered 
Offi ce: 2 Des Roches Square, Witney, OX28 4LE. Registered in England. Registration Number 750484  CVI 085 01/17

20% discount for Mini Cooper Register members.*
Multi-vehicle and limited mileage policies.
Free DNA+ protection kit with each policy.
Simple and free agreed value service.
All modi� cations considered.
*Subject to minimum premium and normal underwriting criteria. Terms and conditions may apply.
Please ask for details.
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INSURANCE FOR MINI COOPER 
REGISTER ATTENDANCE AT 
SHOWS
The club has an insurance policy which protects its officers and members against a variety of claims. The key area it covers is ‘Public Liability’ and this means accidental injury to or damage to the property of members of the public.
The main area of exposure to risk for the club is attendance at shows where we run a stand. There are an increasing number of shows featuring the Mini or classic cars generally which we are planning to attend with Committee-organised stands, plus many regions already attend local shows, and there may be others that we are less aware of. Our public liability insurance will, we hope, never be claimed on, but there is always the possibility that a member of the public suffers an injury on our stand and, given the ambulance-chasing practices of many legal advisers today, makes a claim against us. 

That is what our policy is there to protect us for, but we can only offer that protection if the club is notified in advance of a Mini Cooper Register presence. If the stand organizer lets me know (address, phone number and e-mail address at the front of the magazine) they will be protected against the risk of a personal claim by our insurance. The club cannot pick up liability after the event without prior notification. Also, the insurance only covers risks in the UK.
So if you are organising a stand, please tell both the magazine editor and me at the same time, so that it can be publicised in the magazine, and you and your organising team are covered by insurance.
Ian Hitchman
Treasurer

DISCOUNTS FOR MEMBERS OF THE 
MINI COOPER REGISTER
Discounts may be available on production of your 
membership card at the following firms:

MINI MACHINE, DARLINGTON – 10% off the vast 
majority of goods

DSN MINI SPECIALISTS, NORFOLK – various 
discounts depending on the product

MINI MAIL, KILCOT, GLOS – help if undergoing a 
major restoration

BULL MOTIF MINI SPARES, WINCHCOMBE. 
GLOS – Mini spares 1959-2000, Heritage parts, mail order 
from website. Discount to members on production of 
membership card. 01242 609598 bullmotifminispares.com
formerly Midland Mini Centre

MINI SPORT, PADIHAM, LANCS – 10% off most 
goods except for body shells and some engines

AZ MINI CENTRE, SPALDING, LINCS – 10% off 
everything but will offer more depending on amount 
purchased

MINI SPARES CENTRE – See advert inside front cover 
for contact details. Discount available to Mini Cooper 
Register members.

BJ ACOUSTIC, OLDHAM, LANCS – www.bjacoustic.
com 10% discount

CLASSIC LINE INSURANCE - 10% discount and agreed 
value on cars over 5 years old 01455 639000

M & M MINI SPECIALISTS, WARRINGTON, 
CHESHIRE – 10% discount 01925 444303. www.Mini-
metro.co.uk 

HAYNES PUBLISHING, SOMERSET – 15% off books, 
manuals and DVDs, with 2nd class P&P to UK 01963 
442030

OLD TRAIN HOUSE B&B, Cork, Ireland (MCR 
member) - 10% discount 00353 25 39337 www.
oldtrainhouse.com 

MERLIN MOTORSCREENS 10% discount, supply and 
supply & fit www.merlinmotorscreens.co.uk 07768 661175

DISCOUNT ON HOLIDAYS FOR MCR MEMBERS 
- Studio Apartments in El Sauzal Village Centre, Tenerife, 
Spain. www.casafloratenerife.com  

HERITAGE MINI COOPER INSURANCE - 0121 246 
8089 or 0845 373 4777  
or visit www.heritage-quote.co.uk 

R.A.C.E. MOTORSPORT Unit 14 Withnell Fold Ind. Est., 
Withnell Chorley Lancashire PR6 8B. 10% discount, Jim 
Brindle 01254 831644

SUSSEX ROAD AND RACE - Unit 2, Shipyard 
Ropewalk, Littlehampton, West Sussex BN17 5DE 01903 
715341 www.sussexroadandrace.co.uk   
kevin@sussexroadandrace.co.uk . Mini and classic mini 
specialist ex JCW chief technician - will give 10% discount 
to any club member

THE EAST ANGLIAN MINI CENTRE, IPSWICH - 
Discounts for MCR members, details on our regular adverts 
in CooperWorld www.eastanglianminicentre.co.uk 
 01473 740148 

Back Copies of the 
Magazine
These are now available on line via the Website 

at a cost of £3.50 each plus p&p

Missing Magazines

Sometimes magazines go astray.

If your magazine does not arrive by the 

middle of the month

contact Sarah at Lavenhams

mcr@lavenhamgroup.co.uk

or by phone (only if you do not have email 

facilities) on 01787 249284

NOTICE BOARD

Magazine 

Contributions

IMPORTANT - PLEASE NOTE

Contributions must be received 

by the 1st of the month for the 

following month’s magazine.

I will acknowledge ALL 

contributions for the magazine sent 

by email, so if you do not receive 

an email back from me it almost 

certainly means I have not received 

it. Please telephone me after a day 

or so to check if you do not hear 

from me.

Paul Sulma

Membership
The Lavenham Press administer the 

membership - see details on page 4. 
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EDITORIAL
As I type my editorial in the 

relative warmth of my home, 
outside it feels like we have entered 
another ice age, so any thoughts of 
going out to my unheated garage 
to tinker with cars are completely 
dispelled when I remind myself what 
an unpleasant experience it can be 
entering a garage which feels like a 
freezer, and handling spanners and 
socket wrenches that feel like icicles 
in your hands! I must admit that I am 
really getting frustrated by the winter 

weather and can’t wait for the spring to come when, hopefully, it 
will have warmed up again sufficiently to tempt me back out and 
into the garage.

Right, moving on to what we have in this issue of CooperWorld, 
and Lorraine Hampson has written an article on our annual Club 
social event which has, over its now 35 years of being, become 
known as the MCR Bournemouth weekend. This one and only 
officially organised social event has grown in popularity over the 
years to the point that this year its venue, the Hinton Firs Hotel, 
was taken over by the Club for the whole weekend with 90 or so 
people attending it. Going by Lorraine’s account of the weekend 
those that participated enjoyed a thoroughly fun packed weekend 
- all of this because of a shared interest and passion revolving 
around Minis.

You may have received an email from our Youth Co-ordinator, 
Sarah Voss, prior to last Christmas which also included a members’ 
survey that she had designed specifically to try and establish the 

membership’s views, and particularly those of younger members. 
This was to ascertain what people wished to get out of the Club 
in relation to the types of touring assembly events and runs it 
currently offers, and if these are, indeed, what the majority of 
members are happy with participating in. Well, Sarah has since 
analysed the great response she had to the survey and has detailed 
her findings in a report which is included in this issue. Do take 
the opportunity to read her findings and if you happen to have 
any observations about them which you would like to share with 
us, then please do contact Sarah in the first instance. Her contact 
details are on the contacts page of the magazine.

I am really pleased to say that we have a good number of 
registrars’ reports in this issue of the magazine and which go 
to over 15 pages. The register reports are one of my favourite 
sections of the magazine as they tend to deal with the nitty 
gritty detail about Minis and all their variations in models and 
specifications etc.

Finally, we have two cars for sale in the ‘For Sale and Wanted’ 
section at the back of the magazine this month. One of these 
cars being a rare Wood and Pickett conversion which apparently 
was previously owned by Gerald Ronson a well known business 
tycoon and owner of the property development company Heron 
International. He was also instrumental in the introduction of 
self-service petrol stations in the UK during the 1960s. 

Paul Sulma 

MCR Car Registration 
Certificate  - Update
By Peter Barratt – Car Registrar

The Car Registration system has always had a facility to print a 
certificate, but we have just changed the system so that a member 
can produce a PDF version for filing and subsequent email 
attachment.

The request to view and download a PDF version has been 
moved to the initial membership screen where the car record 
is attached at the bottom of the screen. Please see sample 
certificate.

The PDF version can then be printed, or saved for email 
attachment and sent onto other members, such as the events co-
ordinator who may want to use your certificate to display on your 
car at a show.

It is hoped that this will make the process more consistent and 
easier than completing the various spreadsheet layouts used by 
different event co-ordinators.

If your car details are updated on the central Car Registration 
system, then there will only be one version available and 
maintained by you.

Peter Barratt
Car Registrar

Car Registration Certificate
Vehicle Registration: ABC 123

Member No:10847

Mr A N Other

Register :  Cooper S Mk 1 Register

Manufacturer :  Austin

Model :  Cooper S

Body Colour :  Tartan Red

Roof Colour :  Black

Interior Colour :  Gold Brocade

Original Engine Spec

(cc) :  

1275

Chassis Number :  C-A2S7 345678

Engine Number :  9F-SA-Y/1234567

Commission No

(Only with Mk2 and Mk3 cars) :  

Heritage Certificate

Number :  

2000/12345

Hydrolastic

Suspension :  

No

Coach Builder :  

Manufacture Date :  May 1964

Purchase Date :  July 1998

First Owner :  

Mr John Brown, London.

History :  Car kept by first owner for 10years, 4 subsequent owners.

Garaged since 1987. Fully restored by myself back to factory

specification.

Body Modifications :  No modifications

Engine Modifications :  Re-bored to 1293cc. Converted to unleaded. Crank reground.

All new bearing and seals.

Suspension and Gearbox

Modifications :  

Standard suspension. Gearbox re-built. 3 sync. 3.44 FD.

This information is supplied solely by the car owner and is not an endorsement of the car's history or authenticity by the Mini Cooper

Register



run events in those areas, the club will happily support them. Sadly, 
and contrary to the belief of some, the MCR is run by a handful of 
volunteers who give of their time freely and, much as it would be 
nice to have a paid staff of a few dozen in a plush office, this is just 
not what the MCR is I’m afraid. The Committee will always offer 
as much help and support as possible and we do try and encourage 
members to be active in other parts of the country but there is a 
distinct lack of volunteers stepping forward to put on events and run 
regions. The Herts and North London Region, once very active and 
well run, is struggling without anyone prepared to run the region 
– Yorkshire region is much the same. Nothing seems to happen in 
much of East Anglia either. All this is despite Patricia Webb’s best 
efforts as Regional Co-ordinator, and she will be standing down 
at the AGM. So, the Regions do need some urgent TLC in certain 
areas. Time will tell if we manage to successfully address some or all 
of these issues.

Beaulieu is only just over three months away and Tony Salter, yet 
again, and probably for the last time, is well advanced with his 

plans. The official title of the show, to reflect that we aren’t confined 
solely to Mini Coopers, is ‘MCR’s National Mini Day at Beaulieu’. 
The theme of the show is ‘SAWN not SORN’ devised by Graham 
Hendra and he is looking for cars that have been chopped, shortened 
or elongated – that should certainly be an eclectic mix - nobody can 
say we’re elitist! Graham is also looking after the trade stands for 
us, taking over from Keith Redwood and bookings for trade stands 
and our popular Trunk Trader pitches are being taken already. Club 
bookings are also open for business. 

One unfortunate change this year is that the entry ticket price has 
to go up. Beaulieu have raised their prices significantly and, after 
hard negotiations, we have managed to keep the increase as low as 
possible, swallowing some of the increase ourselves, to try and keep 
the price down. Beaulieu entry prices have remained unchanged for 
a good few years, so, in truth, it was no surprise that Beaulieu were 
looking to raise their tariff.  I will be the first to admit that the show 
is not a cheap day to attend but there is so much more to do at 
our National Day than look at the cars. The entry ticket does allow 
access to all of the facilities at Beaulieu and that includes access 
to their superb Motor Museum. It also gives the kids and perhaps 
one's partner something else to do during the day. Advanced tickets 
do still offer a good saving, especially if you plan to arrive in a non 
Mini. So, do visit the club's website and book your Beaulieu tickets 
in advance. I’m told June will be a steamy hot and sunny month – 
especially on the 11th. See you there.

Robert Young 

CHAIRMAN’S CHAT

Our AGM is almost upon us and I 
hope to see a good number of you 

at the Best Western Hotel in Banbury on 
Sunday 12th March at 11 am. Enter OX16 
9AH into your satnav if you’ve not been 
before to get you to the venue. You will 
be able to hear what the Committee have 
to say, and they will each give a report on 
their areas of responsibility. You will then 
have the opportunity to ask any relevant 
questions you may have. The club is in 
a good position financially and, prior to 
the AGM, Ian Hitchman will post our 

accounts on the members’ area of the forum so that you can view and 
digest these important figures. This is your opportunity to have your 
say about the club and its activities. The Committee looks forward to 
meeting and hearing your views on 12th March.

At the end of last year, Sarah Voss, our Youth Co-ordinator kindly 
formulated and sent out a members' survey to all of you via email. 

The results of the survey are published in this edition of CooperWorld. 
Thank you to those who took the few minutes needed to complete 
the survey. Sarah has analysed the findings and these were discussed at 
some length at the last Committee meeting. It has certainly highlighted 
some areas of concern, notably, the need for more activity at local 
regional level – something we have been aware of for a long while. 

The age demographic is much as we had found previously, with the 
vast majority of members being over 50 years of age. Sadly, much 
as we try, we still fail to attract younger members in any number, 
which has probably more to do with the classic Mini Cooper being 
a very expensive motor car these days, well out of the reach of 
many prospective young members. It’s also no surprise that a 
very large percentage of the club do own a classic Mini Cooper of 
some description and, likewise, that over half of the club live in the 
South and after the Midlands, the membership numbers decline 
considerably. Encouragingly, despite the maladies we have had with 
our forum, social media of one form or another are regularly used 
by many. It was also good to see that over half attend our Beaulieu 
National Day and, indeed, a healthy number attend many other 
shows. It also seems that the one day Touring Assembly (or social 
run as more aptly describes these events) is popular and something 
we feel all regions should be putting on in their area – they are a 
great way to encourage members to use their cars and increase 
interest – and great fun at the same time.

The desire for the club to provide more activities further up the 
country is, again, a familiar request which, if people are prepared to 

We welcome the following new members who joined during January

NEW MEMBERS
Nigel Jipson, Scunthorpe, North Lincolnshire

Scott Johnson, Eastleigh, Hampshire

Steven & Trevor Leece, Colby, Isle Of Man

Stuart Revell, Crawley, West Sussex

Janine Wickham, Glastonbury, Somerset

Maarten Krikken, Zonhoven, Belgium

Michael Noble, Longniddry, East Lothian

David & Kay Meyers, Market Rasen, Lincolnshire

Chris Fiddes, Tranent, East Lothian

Leslie & Kate Mitchell, Prestatyn, Denbighshire

Martin & Ann Roberts, Caterham, Surrey

Paul & Jennifer Baker, Abingdon On Thames, Oxfordshire

Sean Riley, Ormskirk, Lancashire

Stephen & Hilda Sims, Torpoint, Cornwall

Anthony May, London, Middlesex

Paul Fish, Kate Jackson, Brough, North Humberside

Glyn Robinson, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire

Simon & Donella Arnett, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire

Jamie & Christine Brown, Bognor Regis, West Sussex
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Somerford mini LimiTed
Mini RESTORATiOn 
Being a small company guarantees that our customers 
receive the best personal service throughout the 
stages of their car’s restoration, from start to finish! 
Usually, one car is assigned to one restorer, enabling 
the work to be carried out with ease and perfection. 
We are able to draw on our vast stock of both new and 
second-hand parts, including very specialised body 
panels which are not widely available, enabling us to 
hand build a Mini that is ‘better than new!’.

PARTS DEPARTMEnT 
We boast one of the BIGGEST and most comprehensive 
parts departments In ThE World! We cater for All 
Minis and variants from 1959 to 2000. 

We carry 10,000 stock lines many of which are 
GEnUInE rover parts. From a trim clip to a bodyshell, 
we have everything covered and we manufacture a 
growing range of our own parts. Visit our WEBSITE, 
www.somerfordmini.co.uk which lists over 13,000 
parts and is the best resource tool in the industry!

SERVICING  l   SPARES  l   RESTORATION OTHER SERViCES
Although our name is synonymous 
with restoration we offer other 
services as well - anything from 
replacing an indicator bulb to 
preparing a race car, in fact the  
CoMPlETE SErVICE for the Mini 
enthusiast.

l   MOTs
l   Servicing
l   Accident Repair
l   Steam Cleaning
l   Valeting
l   Performance Conversions
l   Race Preparations
l   Restoration
l   Refurbishment
l   General Repairs
l   Rust Proofing
l   Valuations
l   All Spares and Accessories
l   Customising

If you want your Mini restoring, 
our team can do it. If you are doing 
it yourself, we can supply all of 
the parts and advice. If you are 
looking for expertise, knowledge, 
experience, quality, honesty and 
the most complete service you will 
find anywhere then look no further... 
come and talk to the experts!

Tel: 01249 721421    
Fax: 01249 721316    

Email: spares@somerfordmini.co.uk    
Website: www.somerfordmini.co.uk

SOMERfORD Mini LiMiTED

9 Harris Road,  
Porte Marsh Industrial Estate,  
Calne, Wiltshire  SN11 9PT   ADDRESS

nEW 

SM050 A5 Advert.indd   1 09/03/2016   11:52



That’s all for now!

Justin Ridyard 
Tel: (01304)330715 
Tel: events@minicooper.org 

Remember to Like the MCR Facebook page at 
http://www.facebook.com/minicooperregister or 
scan the QR code with your smart phone to visit 
the page.

W e are planning to visit the Oxford 
MINI factory on the 24th March, 

so please contact me for a space as soon 
as possible. If you have not been before 
it’s a fascinating insight into modern car 
production. Personally, coming from a 
logistics background, seeing the correct 
parts arrive at the correct station where 
each vehicle is built so bespoke these 
days, is nothing short of amazing.

The club has tickets to the LSMOC 
London to Brighton Mini run which this 
year is taking place on the 21st May. So, 
if you are interested in taking part, please 

contact me via email or telephone for further details. We only have a 
few tickets left now so be quick.

We have two one-day road runs planned in the Kent region, one 
for St George's Day on the 23rd April and the other is this year’s 
Ham Sandwich Run which will be on the 20th August. These are a 
great introduction to the wonders of the club’s Minis to... touring 
assembly events and the art of navigating with ‘Tulip’ diagrams. If you 
have fancied doing a Minis to... tour, but have been concerned that 
a week is a bit like being thrown off a short pier into deep waters, 
then watch this space! Next year we are hoping there will be two 
Minis to... events, one over the normal week period and one over a 
weekend designed as a run along some of the traditional Ypres Rally 
routes in Belgium.

EVENTS

EVENTS CO-ORDINATOR − Justin Ridyard

10 | www.minicooper.org
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EVENTS CALENDAR
Key

Bold = National MCR event or Club stand Italics = 
Regional MCR event/attendance

March 2017

Event: Brooklands Mini Day 
Date: 19th March 
Location: Brooklands Motor Museum 
Contact: www.brooklandsmuseum.com 

Event: Goodwood Members Meeting 
Date: 18th - 19th March 
Location: Goodwood 
Contact: https://www.goodwood.com/

Event: MINI Factory Tour 
Date: 24th March 
Location: Oxford Plant 
Contact: events@minicooper.org

Event: Practical Classic’s Restoration Show 
Date: 31st – 2nd April 
Location: NEC, Birmingham 
Contact: http://www.practicalclassics.co.uk/

April 2017

Event: Pride of Longbridge 
Date: 15th April 
Location: Cofton Park, Low Hill lane, Longbridge, B31 2BQ 
Contact: prideoflongbridge2006@gmail.com

Event: Lincoln BIG Mini Day 
Date: 16th April 
Location: Brayford Waterfront, Lincoln, Lincolnshire 
Contact: Mike Bilton mjbilko@tiscali.co.uk

Event: St Georges Day Run 
Date: 23rd April 
Location: Donington 
Contact: h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk

Event: Donington Historic Festival 
Date: 28th 29th & 30th April 
Location: Donington 
Contact: Jerry Filor - jfilor@talktalk.net

Event: DEWS Classic Car Show & Classic Run 
Date: 29th April  
Location: Brian Whitehead Sports Ground, Downton, Wilts 
Contact: www.dewsc.org.uk

Event: Blyton Park – MK1 Action Day 
Date: 30th April 
Location: Gainsborough, Lincolnshire. Track day at Blyton 
Park for MK1 Mini’s. 
Contact: http://mk1-performance-conversions.co.uk/
action-day.htm

May 2017

Event: British Mini Day 
Date: 7th May 
Location: Himley Hall, Dudley, DY3 4DF 
Contact: Mick Rowley - rminimick@aol.com

Event: Miniworld Riveria Run 
Date: 13-14th May 
Location: Newquay, Devon 
Contact: www.miniworld.co.uk

Event: Beaulieu Spring Autojumble 
Date: 13th -14th May 
Location: Beaulieu Motor Museum 
Contact: https://www.beaulieu.co.uk/

Event: Mini Festival 2017 
Date: 13th – 14th May 
Location: Snetterton 
Contact: http://snetterton.mini-festival.co.uk/

Event: LSMOC London to Brighton Mini Run 2017 
Date: 21st May 
Location: Ends Madeira Drive, Brighton 
Contact: Justin Ridyard - events@minicooper.org

Event: International Mini Meeting (IMM) 2017 
Date: 25-27th May 
Location: Ireland 
Contact: www.imm2017.ie

June 2017

Event: Bromley Pageant of Motoring 
Date: 4th June 
Location: Norman Park, Bromley, Kent. Displays, traders, 
club stands, autojumble. 
Contact: www.bromleypageant.co.uk

Event: MCR Mini Day at Beaulieu 
Date: 11th June 
Location: Beaulieu. Static show with trade 
stands and concours judging. Also includes an 
autojumble. It is open to all marques of Minis/
MINIs 
Contact: beaulieu@minicooper.org

Event: Double Twelve Motorsport Festival 
Date: 17th-18th June 
Location: Brooklands Motor Museum 
Contact: www.brooklandsmuseum.com

Event: Festival of Speed  
Date: 22nd – 25th June 
Location: Goodwood 
Contact: www.goodwood.co.uk

July 2017

Event: Mini Festival 2017 
Date: 8th – 9th July 
Location: Brands Hatch 
Contact: http://www.brandshatch.co.uk/

Event: Lavender Run 
Date: 23rd July 
Location: Worcester 
Contact: http://www.rdcc.org.uk/lavender.aspx

Event: Silverstone Classic 
Date: 28th- 30th July  
(Club presence likely to be one day TBC) 
Location: Silverstone, Northamptonshire 
Contact: events@minicooper.org

August 2017

Event: Croft Nostalgia 
Date: 5th August  
Location: Croft Circuit near Darlington. Historic racing 
championships and static classic car.  
Contact: http://www.croftcircuit.co.uk/racing/nostalgia

Event: Cambridge Mini Chill 
Date: 4th – 6th August  
Location: Marley Eternit Sports and Social Club, 
Whaddon Road, Royston, Cambs SG8 5RL  
Contact: http://www.cambsminichill.co.uk/

Event: Mini in the Park 
Date: 13th August  
Location: Santa Pod Raceway, Northants  
Contact: www.minishow.co.uk

Event: Mini Festival 2017 
Date: 19th August  
Location: Oulton Park  
Contact: http://oultonpark.mini-festival.co.uk/

Event: Ham Sandwich Run 2017 
Date: 20th August  
Location: Kent  
Contact: Justin Ridyard – h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk

September 2017

Event: Beaulieu Autojumble 
Date: 2nd -3rd September 
Location: Beaulieu Motor Museum 
Contact: https://www.beaulieu.co.uk/

Event: Revival Meeting 
Date: 8th-10th September 
Location: Goodwood 
Contact: www.goodwood.co.uk

Event: Stanford Hall National Mini Day 
Date: 11th September 
Location: Nr Lutterworth, Leicestershire 
Contact: Jerry Filor - jfilor@talktalk.net

Event: Manchester Classic Car Show 
Date: 16th – 17th September 
Location: Event City, Manchester 
Contact: Mick Cooke, Lancs Region or  
Pete Flanagan

Event: Polderroute Part 8 – Belgium Minis on Tour  
Date: 17th September 
Location: Belgium 
Contact: http://www.belgianminisontour.be/
pages/190235/Kalender.html

Event: MiniWorld Action Day 
Date: TBC September 
Location: Castle Combe 
Contact: www.miniworld.co.uk

Event: OhSoRetroShow 2017 
Date: 24th September 
Location: Margate, Kent 
Contact: http://www.ohsoretro.co.uk/

Event: Minis to Ireland 2017 
Date: 21st-28th September 
Location: Ireland 
Contact: Lesley Young -  
membership@minicooper.org

October 2017

Event: British Mini Fair 2 
Date: TBC October 
Location: Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire  
Contact: Worcestershire Region. Mick Rowley -  
rminimick@aol.com

November 2017

Event: NEC Lancaster Classic Car Show 
Date: 10th- 12th November 
Location: NEC Birmingham  
Contact: Justin Ridyard - events@minicooper.org 
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01473 740148
83 Dales Road, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP1 4JR
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Mini Cooper Register Annual General Meeting

Sunday 12th March 2017
 

Notice is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting of the Mini Cooper Register will take 
place at the Best Western Hotel, Oxford Road, Banbury, Oxfordshire, OX16 9AH. Directions can 
be found on www.bestwestern.co.uk.

12 | www.minicooper.org

Please arrive at the Hotel for 10.45 a.m. 

The Meeting starts promptly at 11:00 a.m.

There will be a free buffet lunch for members after the AGM.

Nominations Wanted
The Committee shall be elected at the Annual General Meeting. The current Chairman should receive nominations of candidates 
for election to the Committee not less than seven days before the Annual General Meeting.

All posts are open for nomination, any member may apply.

All positions will all become vacant at the Annual General Meeting. Posts which you can be nominated for are Competition Secretary, 
Editor, Events Co-Ordinator, Public Relations, Regalia Secretary, Regional Organiser, Secretary and Treasurer. It is vital and urgent that 
someone volunteers for each position to allow the continued smooth running of the Club. Your Club needs you! 

Please contact Robert Young if you want to discuss any position.

The Chairman and Vice-Chairman will be elected by ballot between the newly elected members at the next Committee meeting 
following this Annual General Meeting.

Please include the following in a nomination: Committee Post, the nominee’s name and club membership number, the proposer’s 
name and club membership number and signatures of both people. Please include your reasons for applying and detail any 
relevant qualities, experience and qualifications. This is your chance to make a difference to the running of the Club.

Agenda Proposals Wanted
Any member wishing to have an item included on the agenda of the meeting must submit it, in writing, to the current Chairman 
not less than seven days before the Annual General Meeting.

The Submission needs to include the name and membership number of the person submitting the item, a proposer’s name and 
membership number and the signatures of both people.

Note
Admission to the Annual General Meeting will be strictly limited to current members only. Please bring your membership card in 
order to gain admittance to the meeting.

The Committee does not recommend this meeting as a suitable place for children or pets.

Please address nominations and agenda proposals to:
Robert Young, MCR AGM, Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden, Kent. TN30 7NE

Nominations and agenda proposals to arrive no later than Monday 6th March 2017.



“ OUR CLASSIC  
CAR INSURANCE 
COMES WITH A 
WELL POLISHED 
SERVICE”

0800 083 6302
We share your passion for classic cars, call now for our best cover

UK opening hours: Mon - Fri 9am - 7pm, Sat 9am - 5pm.  As with all insurances, terms and conditions apply. *Terms and conditions apply, call for details. ^Based on an average customer saving 41% when compared to buying three separate Carole Nash 
policies.  Average customer = 57 year old male driving a 1965 MG B; a 1973 MG B and a 1972 MG Midget.  Savings accurate as of 1.7.2016.  Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm 
reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.

Based on reviews from July 2016 – December 2016

of customers would 
recommend Carole Nash95

The All Inclusive Carole Nash Difference

cherished.carolenash.com

3 Agreed Value*

3 Salvage Retention*

3  UK & European accident breakdown recovery, 
including Homestart assistance worth over £100

3  Up to £100,000 legal expenses cover in the 
event of an accident which is not your fault

3 Club member discounts*

Classic    |    Camper Van    |    Motorhome    |    Military    |    Performance

Alicia Insurance Specialist

 YOU COULD 

SAVE 41%
WITH A MULTI-CLASSIC CAR POLICY^

CLASSIC CAR INSURANCE 
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The MCR’s National Mini Day at Beaulieu 
Sunday 11th June 2017

It may seem early but our National Day at Beaulieu is only a few months away on the 11th June.

This year sees the 50th anniversary of the introduction of the Mk2 Cooper and S. With this in mind 
our Mk2 S Registrar, Nick Hunter and our Mk2 Cooper Registrar, Graham Robinson are organising a 
gathering of Mk2s in the main arena. Please contact either Nick or Graham if you would like to bring 
your Mk2 and be part of the display.  

The Mk2 display will be sharing the arena with two other displays.  One will feature modified R53 
Cooper Ss, now an affordable performance variant of the MINI, and the other entitled ‘Sawn not sorn’ 
featuring a line-up of chopped, sprinted and sectioned Minis.

As usual, there will be the Ex-Works cars, register displays, Ex-Works mechanics and staff from the 
1960s, noted drivers of the time and much more.

Plenty of trade stands will be available together with the ever popular Trunk Traders, making Beaulieu 
the place to be for all those hard to find parts.

Graham Robson, the noted author and expert on rally cars from the 60s, will, as he has for many years 
now, be on hand to provide a commentary on the day and interview our guests.

The concours, one of the best, is looking for entries. The classes have been revised this year to make 
entry to the concours more attractive to all those who own a Mini and are interested in showing 
their car.  This is an opportunity to really show off your car and perhaps win a quality trophy for your 
mantelpiece and some AutoGlym cleaning products.

As usual I am in need of helpers for the car parking. A free ticket is on offer with meal vouchers for 
just 2-3 hours work meeting other Mini owners.  If you are interested in helping, please email me on 
beaulieu@minicooper.org   

For booking of advance tickets please go to the website www.minicooper.org and use the advance 
booking link.  Concours, trade and general enquiries can be made from there too. 

Tony Salter  

Discounted Advance tickets are on sale now.

Online at www.minicooper.org 
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Beaulieu volunteers
This year’s date for the show is the 11th June 

and, as usual, I am in need of volunteers to 
help with marshalling. There are two shifts, one 
from 8:00am to 10:30am and the later one from 

10:30am to 1:00pm. 

As you can see I only need 2 ½ hours maximum 
of your time. In return I can offer a free entry 
ticket, a meal voucher and the opportunity to 

see many of the cars that come to our show. The 
remainder of the day is your own.

Please either call me on 02380 560073 (eves 
only) or email me on beaulieu@minicooper.org  

Helpers are essential to the running of our national 
day and your help is very much appreciated. 

If you are interested in

helping your club on the day:

please call me, Tony Salter, on 02380 560073

alternatively email me on

beaulieu@minicooper.org

Trade Stands
We are now taking bookings for Trade 
Stands for this year’s National Mini Day at 
the National Motor Museum, Beaulieu, New 
Forest, Hampshire and we are pleased to say 
that the cost of stands is being held at last 
year’s level.

We are restricted on space for stands, so they will 
be allocated on a first come, first served basis.  
Early booking is therefore essential to ensure 
your place and booking must be made in advance 
as it will not possible to turn up on the day. Each 
5m x 5m trade stand will be £45 plus the cost of 
an entrance ticket per person attending. Please 
go to our website www.minicooper.org, follow 
the Beaulieu tab, to see the latest update on the 
trade stands and availability. 

 
Please email or call Graham Hendra on:  
email graham@freedomhp.co.uk   
Phone 07808 705550

BEAULIEU CONCOURS

The booking form for the Concours 
is now available to download from our 

website www.minicooper.org and send to 
Ken Hunter (details on form).

If you do not have access to a computer
call Ken on 01344 772446 

and he will post you a form.

Booking in advance costs £5 per car
plus the cost of the entrance ticket. 

If there are places left you may book on 
the day when it will cost £7.50

The World’s best magazine about 
the Mini has got all sporty...

The latest issue features all the Aussie sports 
models, from Sports 850 to Clubman GT     
and every model Cooper and Cooper S.

Issue 5

Catalina Park

Moke Fire Tender

The Sporty Minis
From Sports 850 to Clubman GT

The World’s Best Magazine for Mini

A-series History Pt 1 Last Works Mini

Ghost T
racks

We also take a look 
at the last Abingdon-
built Works Mini, one 
of Australia’s premier 
race tracks of old - 
Catalina Park - and 
Part 1 of our massive 
feature on the history 
of the A-series engine.
There are also a 
couple of very rare 
fire-tenders: one Moke 
and one Mini. Plus a 
run-down on our entry 
in the 2016 Camp 
Quality esCarpade in  
a 1969 Mini Van.

With over 100 photos not previously published.
And virtually advertisement-free!

Available now for your computer, iPad, mobile  
phone or other digital devices, from

Search: Mini Experience



Minis to Ireland
21st September – 28th September 2017

After the great success of Minis to Ireland in 2013 and 2015 the MCR will be returning to the fabulous roads of Ireland for 
the 2017 run. The route outline is described below.   We will be heading up to Sligo in the north west for a three night 
stop then heading south to Connamara for two nights at the superb Renvyle House Hotel where the food is exquisite and 
the location superb.   

This is the planned itinerary.   Mileage will hopefully be kept to a maximum of 200 miles per day. 

Thursday 21st September -  Meet in Fishguard at 13.00 for the 14.30 sailing to Rosslare arriving at 18.00 and travel  
  to the 4 star Ferrycarrig Hotel, Wexford.

Friday 22nd September  - Leave hotel and travel via Wicklow Gap, Mullingar, Longford, Carrick-on-Shannon,  
  Sligo to 4 star Radisson Blu and Spa Hotel. (Rosses Point)

Saturday 23rd September  - Round trip, Mullaghmore, Donegal Town, Killybegs, Glencolumbkille, Glenties,   
  Dunglow, Gweedore, Doocharry, Ballybofey, Ballyshannon, Manor Hamilton, Sligo  
  Radisson Blu Hotel.

Sunday 24th September  - Second round trip, Dromahir, Drumkeeran, Drumshanbo, Ballinagleragh,  
  The Poorhouse, Blacklion, Belleek, Enniskillen, Ballinmore, Ballygawley, Sligo, Radisson  
  Blu Hotel.

Monday 25th September  -  Leave Radisson Blu Hotel and travel via Ballina, Bellmullet, Westport, Louisburgh,  
  Leenaun, to Renvyle House Hotel.

Tuesday 26th September  - Round trip Leenaun, Toormakeady, Loch Nafooey,  Maam Cross, Oughterard, 
  Kinvarra, Carna, Cashel, Roundstone, Clifden, Cleggan, Letterfrack, Cashleen, 
  Renvyle House Hotel.

Wednesday 27th September - Leave Renvyle House Hotel, to Recess, Maum, Cornamona, Headford, Athenry,  
  Loughrea, Portumna, Birr, Abbeyleix, Carlow, Hacketstown, Glenmalur, Rathdrum,  
  Arklow, Enniscorthy, Ferrycarrig Hotel, Wexford.

Thursday 28th September  - Leave Hotel at 08.00 hours for Rosslare 09.00 Sailing to Fishguard.

The entry fee per car, for two people sharing a room, including return ferry crossing, seven nights accommodation in good 
quality hotels, with dinner and breakfast, plus lunches, will be in the region of £1495, subject to exchange rate fluctuations.  
The entry is being restricted to 40 cars and holding deposits of £295 will be taken to secure an entry.  Payment is by 
cheque, credit card (with small surcharge) or debit card with two further stage payments being required at the end of 
March and June.

Entries open on 5th November 2016.  Contact the Secretary of the Meeting, Lesley Young, by email - membership@
minicooper.org or phone 01580 763975 to request an application form and regulations.  Entry is restricted to 40 cars and 
will be allocated on receipt of completed application form and deposit.

16 | www.minicooper.org
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BRYAN PURVES 
MINI ‘WORKS’ REPLICA SPECIALIST 
T: E: bryanpurves1@gmail.com 

Years of experience and skill has spread our reputation throughout the world. At the heart of this success lies a commitment to creating quality 
products that are a pleasure to own. CRAFTSMANSHIP: The essential principles remain the same: Quality, Strength, Style and Performance  
In addition our specialist services include; Interior Trimming, Upholstery 

We have over 100 mini related items for sale on our website – here is a small selection 

 www.bryanpurves.co.uk 

 

  

 
Roll Cage – John Aley  

Non FIA 

 
BMC Mud-flaps – 
manufactured in rubber to 
original dimensions 

 

 

 
Dynalite Lucas C40 Type 

 

 
 
 

 

01892 77050301892 77050301892 77050301892 77050301892 770503

Competition Semi Synthetic 
Millers Engine Oil – CTV 20W50

Headlight coversWall plaqueRear seat tool roll

Rear towing eye Spot light bracket Irvin full harness seat belt Works tool bag 

Hours of business
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 9.00 am to 5.00 pm



EVENTS

MCR Bournemouth weekend 2017
By Lorraine Hampson

For the 35th consecutive year the Hinton Firs Hotel in 
Bournemouth welcomed the Mini Cooper Register’s annual 

social event. Around 90 members and other/better halves attended 
and enjoyed the opportunity to catch up with old friends and 
colleagues and make new ones, as I did, this being my first time at 
this event. It won’t be the last time either as I’m planning to make 
this a regular occurrence.

Arrival was from Friday afternoon although many extended the 
weekend by coming on Thursday and, perhaps, visiting other friends 
or relatives nearby. After the Friday evening dinner we retreated to 
the comfort of one of the lounge rooms to be treated to a talk by 
Graham Robson. Graham, as we all know, is a rally historian and he 
shared with us some of his interesting and fascinating experiences 
from the world of historic rallying and, in particular, the 1967 Monte 
Carlo Rally. He read out some of his first-hand notes from his visits to 
Abingdon in those exciting days and as he followed and kept track of 
the 1967 Monte Carlo Rally.

Saturday morning, after breakfast, a run was organised by Alan 
Booth to visit the RSPB Centre at Arne, which is regularly used by 
the Autumnwatch TV programme and was recently featured on the 
Winterwatch series. Some new routes were planned with road maps 
which included the Chain Ferry at Sandbanks. A very interesting few 
hours were spent there despite the mud!

We needed to be back at the hotel for the traditional afternoon 
‘KWIZZ’ with questions devised by Lyn and Barry again and, believe it 
or not, the questions were NOT all about Minis! This certainly got our 
brain cells working. The team with the lowest marks were rewarded 
with wooden spoons and the teams that came first and second got 
much better prizes and well deserved they were too. Here are the 
teams that took part, their position and points scored:

1st - Ferring St. Preachers .................................. 132

2nd - The Misfits ................................................. 120

3rd - Thames Valley ............................................ 113 

4th - Nomads ..................................................... 107

5th - Odd Bods ................................................... 94

Wooden Spoon - The Twitters ........................... 74
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Amazing number of raffle prizes

Bournemouth Kwizz winners
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EVENTS

After retreating to our rooms to change into our ‘best frocks’ and 
formal attire for the evening, we were treated to a complimentary 
Bucks Fizz reception, kindly provided by the Hinton Firs Hotel. A 
delicious dinner followed and then the raffle. All proceeds from 
the raffle went to a very deserving charity, Willberry Wonder Pony 
www.willberrywonderpony.org/ which raises funds for Bone Cancer 
Research. The evening’s entertainment was provided by the hotel and 
thus gave members a change from ‘shaking a leg’ or ‘strutting their 
stuff’ to just relax and talk to each other.

Then another hearty breakfast on Sunday morning followed by a 
chance to go for a brisk walk, or, a leisurely stroll, or just stay at the 
hotel to chat, mingle and reminisce with old and new friends. After 

working up an appetite, we all had a lovely Sunday lunch, said our 
goodbyes and departed.

I can honestly say it was a fun weekend and I will certainly be filling 
in my priority booking form for next year’s event, which is due to 
take place over the weekend from Friday 26th January to Sunday 
28th January.

Finally, many thanks go to Joshua and Kim Bromage for organising 
everything and to the hotel staff and proprietor for putting up with us 
over the weekend!

Lorraine Hampson

Thames Valley Region table
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Graham Robson gave an interesting talk about his past  rallying experiences

It happened to be Graham’s 80th Birthday and 
somewhere along the seafront he had found an 
appropriate balloon!
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HRCR Open Day 2017 including Motoring News Forum
By Cliff Porter

in the Forest of Dean and Herefordshire. 
Contact tours@HRCR.co.uk

Members of the Warwickshire region will 
be supporting the Redditch & District Car 
Club’s Lavender Run which, this year, will 
take place on Sunday 23rd July and be based 
around the Stratford-upon-Avon area. All 
members of the Register are welcome to 
enter. Further details will be published soon. 
If you are interested then please contact 
lavenderrun@rdcc.org.uk

Mini Sport are one of the sponsors of the 
HRCR Old Stager Asphalt Historic Rally 
Championship and were displaying 6 EMO 
which Steve Entwistle used so well on 
the Rally of the Tests in November. Also 
on display was Clive King’s 2016 Mini 
Cup winning 1964 car. The 2017 Mini 
Cup Championship (part of Old Stager 
Championship) will include the Mini Sport 
Junior Mini Cup, aimed at drivers under 
the age of 25 on 1st January 2017 with no 
age limit for co-drivers. There will be 5 
National B events throughout the UK from 
19th March to 22nd October. The winner 
will receive the Mini Sport Junior Mini 
Trophy and a supported entry on the Rally 
Classicagh Isle of Man in 2018. What a good 
way for youngsters to get involved with the 
prospect of having an experienced co-driver 
alongside them in places such as Weston 
Park, Epynt ranges, Caerwent, Dunrennan 
Solway ranges and finally the Otterburn 
ranges. Contact stage@HRCR.co.uk if you 
are interested in this championship.

In addition, there will be 8 rounds of the 
HRCR Speed Series Hill Climb & Sprint 

For many years now, the Historic Rally Car Register have held an open day at The British 
Motor Museum in Gaydon, to announce and launch their calendar of events for the year. 

This year the weather was terrible but several Mini owners braved the conditions to display 
their cars outside the Museum. I have included a few photos of the Minis in the outside 
display. As usual, Patrick Walker was supporting the event with 977 ARX plus 2 of his World 
Cup cars which this time included a recent acquisition, an 1800. I remember a standard car 
being demonstrated to me back in the 1960s early 70s by a Welshman who drove it like he 
stole it, commenting that it was just a big Mini really.

My main focus was on their Scenic Tours series of events which, this year, has 16 touring 
assembly runs which, I believe, provide the opportunity to use your Mini and travel along 
quiet country lanes following a route book containing Tulip instructions. Usually run on 
Sundays, this year the first event is on 9th April in Wales and the last on 4th November 
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Championship for their members which will 
allow standard road going classics, historic 
road and stage prepared rally cars to take 
part subject to the 2017 MSA rulebook. 
Competitors will be required to wear flame 
resistant overalls, gloves and a helmet that 
comply with current MSA regulations. I 
look forward to seeing a full entry of Minis 
at Prescott on 30th September. The first 
event is at Aintree on 22nd April. Contact 
speed@HRCR.co.uk for more details.

At lunchtime it was good to see Paddy 
Hopkirk award Willy Cave a beautiful glass 
vase to acknowledge his 90th birthday 
and, after so many years of taking part in 
competition, including many Monte Carlo 
rallies in a variety of cars from a London Cab 
to Minis. Willy will celebrate his actual birthday 
in Monte Carlo!

There is also the HRCR Premier Rally 
Championship which is an all style 
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road rally championship based on the crew rather than 
the car, but now concentrating on historic categories. 
Contact premier@HRCR.co.uk .The MCR round is 
the Northumberland Borders Rally on 18th November 
and organised by Niall Cooke with his friends. See 
calendar of events or visit the rally’s website http://www.
northumberlandbordersrally.co.uk .

At the end of the day there was a Motoring News 
Championship Forum hosted by Graham Robson and 
Howard Davies. The panel included championship winners 
and competitors who entertained the guests with their 
recollections and some interesting revelations of some fast 
road incidents. As I listened it brought back many memories 
from my days as a paperboy when I used to read all the MN 
rally reports with a 1 inch OS map by my side. One interesting 
exhibit was a marked map used as an example of how keen 
the navigators were to ensure their driver was kept on the 
straight and narrow on well known rally routes. In 1976 the 
Championship arrived in East Anglia with the Servais Rally 
organised by the Roding Car Club and Cheshunt Motor Club. 
The first rally that year was the Gremlin. 3 Mini Coopers were 
in the top 10 despite the presence of 7 Escorts. The winners 
were Brian Dennis/Gus Jones who beat Cyril Bolton/Nigel 
Raeburn into 2nd place by 1minute 4 seconds! In 10th place 
were Brian Harper/ Don Davidson in the Mini Cooper. Brian 
& Nigel both took part in the panel.

Members of the panel felt that their favourite event was The 
Cilwendeg Rally based in the many lanes around Newcastle 
Emlyn, so when I got home I had a quick look at my copy of 
‘Memory Lanes …..the early years’ which includes reference 
to the route. I found this comment about the 1969 event 
“Everyone lost time at the first control …. the impossible hairpin 
on the white at Pantyronen in 3144 no doubt causing much of 
the trouble.” A quick look on the current OS map and also 
Multimap street view revealed that the road is now signed 
No Through Road at one end. At the other end it appears 
to be just a gate into a field; maybe it was one of those 
instructions referred to as “slot through hedge.” Those were 
the days!

For reference, the MSA Historic Rally vehicle categories are 
as follows :
Cat 1 – pre 1968. Cat 2 – 1 Jan 1968 to 31 Dec 1974. Cat 3 
– 1 Jan 1975 to 31 Dec 1981. Cat 4 – Historic Road Rally – 1 
Jan 1982 to 31 Dec 1985. Technical vehicle information can be 
found at HRCT.co.uk and navigation event classes are Master, 
Expert & Novice.

Cliff Porter
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CLUB SHOP
.

The club shop is now being 
operated by a company called Link 
Up Ltd. They have a wide variety 
of items available to purchase. 
Please go to our website at www.
minicooper.org to see what’s on 
offer and place an order, perhaps 
to buy a fleece? These cost only 
£24.96 and are available in red, 
green or black.



MCR Membership Survey December 2016
By Sarah Voss – Youth Co-ordinator

Number of respondents: 327 total

The survey seemed to be well received and there were a useful 
number of responses. Sadly, very few from lower age groups, meaning 
I did not get all the information I was necessarily looking for. However, 
looking at the data generated it was still a very useful exercise.

It was possible to extract a lot of information from the spreadsheet 
generated by the survey. Below is a brief summary of the salient points:

The vast majority of respondents are in the 51+ age group. Although 
this could be an artificial finding as a result of the way the survey was 
organised, we know this is likely a representative cross section of the 
current membership.

• Majority are classic Mini Cooper owners however, a good number of 
non-Cooper owners, and BMW MINI owners.

• 29% (95/327) owned cars from more than one category

• ‘Other’ category mostly populated by specific named regions, so in 
order to facilitate the data analysis these were organised as well as 
possible into the existing categories
• One from the Isle of Man

• Approximately 1/3 of respondents using the forum, website, and 
Facebook. 
• Multiple options could be selected, hence total >100%. 
• Twitter fared less well, however the members using this did 

appear to be from younger age categories

• Majority of members attend a good number of events.
• Proportionally, very few attend none, which is good

• A lot of people attend non-MCR events
• Good to see proportionally that Beaulieu is well attended compared 

to other events. 

• The ‘Other’ category was mostly other locally run events, a few 
were ‘none’, and a few fell under other categories already

• Approximately a third of people feel like they do enough already, 

which is reasonably positive
• A large number of people feel that there are not a lot of events near them.

• When you examine this further…

• This may more reflect the large geographical area covered by such 
regions (e.g. Scotland covers an enormous area)

• Nearly half of respondents would like to see more driving events

26 | www.minicooper.org Continued on page 28
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FOR MORE DETAILS OF THESE AND OUR FULL PRODUCT RANGE SEE OUR WEBSITE

www.swiftune.com
ORDER ON-LINE OR CONTACT OUR MAIL ORDER TEAM ON

+44 (0) 1233 850843 OR sales@swiftune.com

Exclusive supplier of Quaife
Mini Transmissions

The legendary SW5 Camshaft available 
in four different money saving kits

Exclusive Retro-style
Flywheel & Backplate

CSI Electronic
Distributors with
exclusive Swiftune

ignition curves

classicline*
INSURANCE

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.

FOR LITTLE RISKS

Our policies come with some great benefits as standard:
Agreed values (for vehicles over 5 years old). 
Limited mileage discounts; the less you use your car, the less you pay. 
Multi-vehicle policies; we can insure multiple cars at extra discount.  
Free club arranged track days; all other track days are on a referable basis. 
Breakdown cover included on all our policies. 
Extra club discounts for being a member of the Mini Cooper Register.
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• It was not possible to pick multiple options for this question to 
prevent everything being selected by every respondent to help 
prioritise what members want to see

• More stands at shows also a popular choice 
• If you consider track days and competitive events are likely to be 

popular with the same people then this appears popular with people 
responding to the survey too

• 85 respondents in total were interested in group 

accommodation at Beaulieu, and considering there will be 
members at Beaulieu who did not respond to the survey then 
this is worth investigating

• Enough responded ‘yes’ to make it worth organising, assuming 

there will be people who want to attend who did not complete the 
survey, and people who responded who won’t be able to come.

• I’m hoping to make this event an annual ‘budget’ run, but will 
move location every year so that it does not stagnate, and includes 
everyone geographically at some stage.

Specific Analysis of 17-30 Age Group Responses

Unfortunately, such a low number of respondents in these age groups 
that it means the results must be interpreted with some caution. On 
the plus side, lots of room for improvement!

In summary, the majority of members are from the South East. 4/5 use 
Facebook and the website, 3/5 use Twitter, 2/5 use the forum.
• Although Twitter does not score highly when looking at all age 

groups, it is important to continue to build on it, as the younger age 
groups seem to make up a good proportion of the users

Events: 4/5 Mini Festival (Brands or Oulton) 3/5 attend Beaulieu, 2/5 
attend L2B, 2/5 attend IMM, 2/5 region organised touring assembly, 1/5 
other MINI Challenge weekend
• I think this was interesting in showing the apparent popularity of the 

Mini Festivals

2/5 cite expense as a reason for not attending more events. 
2/5 don’t currently have a roadworthy car
2/5 want more day-long touring assemblies, 1 weekend long touring 
assemblies, 1 wants more track days, 1 more stands at shows
3/5 interested in cheap group Beaulieu accommodation

4/5 interested in the Peaks weekend

As an additional finding, this was also useful:

Priorities Following the Survey

The committee will discuss further action to be taken off the back of 
the survey in further detail, as some solutions are going to require more 
discussion and planning. However, the short term actions that will be 
taken are listed below:

• Ensuring that all MCR publicity, including the website, social media, 
and stands at events make it clear that all Mini/MINIs are welcome 
to join and participate.

• Facebook, the forum, and the website are all used equally 
frequently, and therefore it is important that information for 
the members is circulated by a variety of methods. The largest 
number of replies to the survey always followed an email 
being circulated, and a third of respondents did not use the 
website, forum, or Facebook. Therefore, emails should also be 
considered more frequently in addition to CooperWorld as a 
useful method of conveying information to members in order to 
keep everybody informed.

• There are more ideas in the pipeline, both to improve existing 
events, and to introduce some new ideas, which, hopefully, you will 
see come to fruition over the next six months or so. There were 
some great suggestions made that I am keen to use!

The importance of talking to members and the public on stands has 
been highlighted in the free comments section and in private emails. 
I will do my best to be at as many events as possible. I currently 
know I will be at the festivals at Brands Hatch and Snetterton, as 
well as London to Brighton, Kent region’s St George’s Day Run, and 
the Northumberland Borders Rally, as well as the Thistle Run and 
Minis to Ireland hopefully. I would be delighted to meet anybody to 
discuss their ideas at any of these, and if anybody is attending and 
feels like they don’t really know anybody, I promise I’m friendly and 
don’t bite! Due to my out of hours work rota and living in Glasgow, 
I’ll add other events to my calendar as my availability becomes 
clear! In the meantime, if anybody feels they would like to spend 
any amount of time on the stands, or organise their own stand at a 
local event, then I know Justin (events@minicooper.org) would be 
delighted to hear from you. 

There were also comments relating to the inactivity of some 
regions, especially in the northern counties. Trying to include 
everybody UK-wide is an item of interest that the committee 
will be discussing further. In the meantime, I’d like to take the 
opportunity to remind everyone that if they would like to start their 
own region, or would like to help inject some life into an already 
existing region, then help is always welcomed. The more people 
that get involved, the better the regions become, as they all require 
local input. Please contact Patricia (regions@minicooper.org) if you 
would like to get involved.

Sarah Voss – Youth Co-ordinator
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www.peterbestinsurance.co.uk

30 YEARS OF QUALITY CLASSIC CAR INSURANCE

01376 574000 
Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

Classic Car  -  Modern Car  -  Classic 4x4 
Classic Military  -  Classic Bike  -  Classic Commercial

Looking for a NEW policy or just a great 
deal on your RENEWAL, our classic 

car policies deliver exceptional 
cover at very affordable premiums

Our ‘BEST’ Deal In 
CLASSIC MINI INSURANCE

Single Car 
Policies

Multi-Car 
Discounts

Modern & Classic 
Cars on One Policy* 

MCR Member Discounts

Special Rates 
for Collections 

FREE Agreed Value 

FREE Breakdown & 
Recovery 

All Minis 10 years 
& older

£75
 from

 50%
 up to

 Terms & Conditions apply

 PBIS only uses High Quality Insurers.  
*Subject to Insurers terms please ask for details

Sunday April 30th 2017
I have registered the MCR to attend on the Sunday only of the 
weekend, hopefully in our usual place on the infield near to the 
start/finish line.

By the time this is in the magazine I will have been given the 
special code that will only be available to MCR members which 
allows special discounted ticket prices and infield parking.

The event gets better every year and is well worth going to as 
you can admire the racing machinery at close quarters in the 
Paddocks and Pit areas and then watch them compete on the 
magnificent Donington Circuit.

So, if you want to display your car on Sunday 30th April please 
contact me via email as follows: jfilor@talktalk.net  giving me your 
car details and membership number. Or phone me on 01664 
566614.Please leave a message on the answer machine and I will 
get back to you as soon as possible if I'm not instantly available..

Thank you.
Jerry Filor

Donington Historic 
Classic Car  

Racing Festival

For full details on the Action Day go to:  
www.mk1-performance-conversions.co.uk
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Book Review − Anatomy of the classic Mini 
By Robert Young

This is a unique book and one that holds much promise. The 
concept of attempting to catalogue all of the many parts 

that go into a classic Mini and then differentiating between 
the many variations that have evolved over the forty years of 
production is no mean feat – compounded, in no small way, 
by the many Mini variants over the years. Then, when you add 
in the desire by the author to include photographs of many of 
these variations, we soon see that we have the potential to have 
a massive tome on our hands.

As it is, I feel because the book is restricted in pages to just 
187, it is not as thorough or as comprehensive as I’m sure the 
author intended. Some of the many photographs, because they 
are so small, convey little. The section on cylinder heads is a 
case in point, with 60 images of the numerous cylinder heads 
displayed, at 1 inch tall, rendering them virtually useless in noting 
the difference between them. Nevertheless, many of the less 
intricate parts, when displayed in the same small size, do convey 
the points made in the text.

I am sure there will be numerous experts who will note the odd 
errors and, indeed, omissions but that should not detract from 
what is a very comprehensive book which must have been a real 
labour of love to compile. The book is however, comprehensive 
in its coverage of this intriguing topic – the likes of which has 
never been attempted before. Over twenty two chapters, it’s all 
covered from the bodywork, through to the many intricate parts 
of the engine, gearbox, the suspension and brakes – the lot – it’s all 
covered for all the classic Mini variants. 

I’m sure that the book will be an invaluable resource for anyone 
undergoing a restoration and trying to establish exactly what parts 
were fitted to their car. However, it would still need reference, in 
many cases, to the relevant BMC or Rover parts book to establish 
exact change points, as this is generally omitted from the text.

The book is recommended for general interest; I found it most 
interesting but is an absolute must for those endeavouring to fit 
the correct parts to their car and with luck will prevent incorrect 
parts being fitted or purchased. To that end, the £35 cover price, 
although seemingly expensive for a soft bound book of limited 
pages, could save the cover price many times over. Buy it. 

Robert Young

Anatomy of the classic Mini
The definitive guide to original components & parts interchange ability
By Mark Huthert and Mark Ely

Published by Veloce Publishing Ltd
www.veloce.co.uk
ISBN: 978-1-84584-223-9
Soft bound
£35.00 plus p&p 

Brian Culcheth is patron to the show and is looking for a collection of 
rally cars for this year’s event. Historic rally cars are of interest and, 
of course, Ex-works cars in particular.  

To see a preview of last year’s show go to:  
www.classicsatthecastle.co.uk

If you would like to take part please contact Brian for further details:
Tel: 01643 863275 Mobile: 07837185254 Email: bculcheth@aol.com

The Sherborne Classic Car Show,  
Dorset 15-16th July 2017
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THE ARCHIVE − Robert Young

Going through each of these, it struck me once again, just how many 
models of the Mini there have been over the years and I questioned 
whether any other car has had so many models within its range. Of 
course we all know the real reason behind all this. It was an attempt 
to keep the interest in the car going when the car was effectively well 
past its sell by date. It’s also a mute point if any of these many ‘limited’ 
editions ever commanded much in the way of premium above the 
standard car. Of course there are fine examples of well maintained 
or restored examples of the limited edition cars that do command a 
good price, but are they worth much more than an equivalent well 
maintained or restored standard car? And in the attempt to produce 
ever more ‘unique’ limited editions, the design of the interiors and the 
external features to go with them, and in some cases, horrible colours, 
did produce some rather unpalatable cars in my mind. But as they say, 
beauty is in the eyes of the beholder!

Sales Brochures

The Archive, surprisingly, is a little light 
on sales brochures and those that 

we do have are only photocopies. Whilst 
the demand for early sales brochures 
has always been high, and hence they 
command a strong value on the second-
hand market, it is understandable that 
so few are donated to the Archive. 
However, the same is not true for 
the later and far more colourful sales 
brochures for the Rover Mini. They are in 
less demand and are also more plentiful, 
albeit we only have a few of those in the 

Archive. So, I was very pleased when Philip Splett, who seems to be a 
bit of a life saver for the Archive at the moment, sent in a whole crop 
of Rover Mini sales brochures.

The majority of the Rover sales brochures are an odd size, I guess 
to stand out from the rest, in that they are just off square in format 
at about 9”x10.”  All are similar in layout too, mostly consisting of a 
three or four fold pull out design, allowing for a large format photo 
of the car inside. They all feature a reasonable specification listing 
what you get with the car (apart from the obligatory rust bubbles 
just waiting to burst through!). All, as you would expect, beautifully 
photographed in often sumptuous surroundings to continue the 
classless appeal of the car.

The ones I particularly like are the Mini Monte Carlo, which has a great 
shot of Paddy Hopkirk and Ron Crellin competing in L33 EJB in the 
snow on the 1994 Monte Carlo Rally. The Mini Cooper 35 brochure 
also has quite a few small black and white pictures of the Mini Cooper 
competing in various forms of motorsport over the years. It even has a 
picture of a couple of Vitesse Mini models sitting on top of a couple of 
those early sales brochures I mentioned, again all cashing in heavily on 
the car’s sporting heritage.  
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So, just to let you know what copies we now hold in the Archive and in no 
particular order of preference, we have the following:
• Mini British Open
• Mini Rio
• Mini Sidewalk
• Mini Italian Job
• Mini Equinox
• Mini 30
• Mini 35
• Mini 40
• Mini Cooper 35
• Mini Monte Carlo
• Mini Tahiti
• Mini ERA
• Mini – Sport, Sprite, Mayfair, Cooper and Cabriolet
• Mini – Approved Accessories (two versions 1996 and 1994)

Finally, and always leaving the best bits to last, are two early brochures from John 
Cooper Garages, one from 1992 and one from 1994.  John Cooper, with his tuning 
kits, triggered the effective rebirth of the Mini Cooper. Initially, Cooper Garages 
supplied a 1,000cc tuning kit of parts for the 1990s Mini, with over 2,000 kits being 
sold, many to Japan. Rover subsequently saw the light and approved the installation of 
this kit and authorised it under their Rover dealer network, hence maintaining your 
warranty. Ultimately in 1990, Rover reintroduced the Mini Cooper to mainstream 
sales.  John Cooper was, however, to go one step further, with the introduction of his 
Cooper Si. Sadly, the re-introduction of the Cooper S by Cooper Garages was not 
followed up by a subsequent Rover model. 

So, the Cooper Si was again just a kit of parts to upgrade the 1.3 fuel injection 
Rover Cooper. This consisted of a new cylinder head, exhaust system, oil cooler 
and a posh rocker cover – plus some badges, key fob and a conversion certificate 
plus chassis plate. This could be fitted by Coopers or at your local Rover dealer.  
Another kit also available was for the older carburettor version of the Rover 
Cooper. This Cooper ‘S’ kit was far more elaborate, as it included a pair of twin 
carbs and a complete LCB exhaust system, plus the new cylinder head and oil 
cooler etc. Also included was a new 3.44 crown wheel and pinion, the lower ratio 
giving more acceleration. Power from the two kits was almost identical, at 77PS 
and 78PS respectively, although the fuel injected car had a touch more torque at 
108Nm from the carburettored car at 106Nm. The faster car, by 2mph was the 
carbed car at 100mph dead. Both should give 35mpg.

There were also on offer, to compliment the tuning kit, a handling pack consisting 
of new tyres, wheel spacers and Spax dampers set. Coopers were also able to 
offer a good list of accessories for the Cooper, including full leather and walnut 
dashboards and retro bumpers with over-riders and corner bars and many more 
besides. So there we are. John Cooper Garages, as we know did wonders for 
the Mini Cooper and it’s great to reflect, even to this day, that the John Cooper 
influence is still with the car after nearly 50 years of the Mini.

Until next month.

Robert Young
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For the collector in me, it means trinkets relating to early Mini and Cooper 
history have been a major interest for many years, and is an itch that has 

often needed to be scratched. Trinkets relating directly to early ADO50 and 
Chobham aren’t exactly plentiful, but they do exist. 

I know I keep harping on about Bernard Cahier in these recent Old Cooper 
Stuff features, however, early Mini history tells us he thoroughly enjoyed 
driving and competing in various Minis and was the man on the spot, happy to 
share the occasion through his journalistic skill. Another part of his October 
1961 SCG Chobham related feature mentioned, “Our morning of testing 
ended with a luscious lunch under a big tent, surely to prove to us that you 
CAN eat and drink well in England. After the long continental lunch we all 
felt like finding fresh air and in my own case I then took the little beach car 
around, a delightful little car in which to breathe and relax in sunny climes and 
we did have sunshine that afternoon.”

Now, despite what one would consider him taking the proverbial out of the 
English food of the day in part of his comment, he was obviously satisfied with 
what the BMC caterers dished up that day to satisfy his Gallic pallet. I don’t 
know what exactly they dished up or drank, but I do know how they served 
some of the beverage on offer at least – in a pint’s worth of Hiner’s Sheffield 
pewter tankard. Given we are talking of an era when drinking and driving was 
far less frowned upon than these rightfully so, safety conscious days, there’s a 
pretty good chance the tankards were used for their intended role of serving 
a pint’s worth of Guinness or similar, to the motoring press or heaven forbid, 
one of the race drivers or BMC management. I’m not condoning the use of 
drink, but it was common practice in the day. After all they were there for a 
good time, not a long time! It was also no secret that several press individuals 
were known to ‘booze’ a bit during those times. 

What number of engraved pewter tankards would have been ordered by BMC 
is ripe for conjecture; let’s say it could have been 50 examples to cover many 
of those attending. Some probably souvenired theirs, others may not have 
cared less. But for those that did then at some stage the item probably found 
its way into a box of similar ‘dust collecting’ trinkets, much like trophies do. 
So, they are indeed a rare piece of Chobham ADO50 history now. The item 
was engraved with...

B.M.C. PRESS DAY
CHOBHAM. JULY 1961

AUSTIN SEVEN COOPER AND
MORRIS MINI-COOPER

...proving they weren’t quite brave enough to have the exact date of 17 July 1961 
engraved on the tankards just in case there was a late change. The example shown 
here has been in my collection for over a decade now and I most likely paid too 
much for it, given that a ‘normal’ pewter tankard would probably struggle to get 
someone to relieve their wallet or purse of a £10 note. But to a Mini enthusiast 
its intrinsic value comes down to what one is prepared to pay on the day. At the 
time I tried to find out the item’s provenance, but the best the vendor could tell 
me was that he had procured it about a decade earlier at a Beaulieu autojumble. 
Of course, it has a few battle scars and that could mean it shared many years in a 
dusty box before it’s reappearance at Beaulieu. Unfortunately, it’s not likely to give 
up its long held secret of who used it at Chobham.

A bit of a scratch around the net with our friends at Google will reveal a couple 
of others about, including one that found its way to New Zealand, stating it 
came from Ron Flockhart, the Scottish Le Mans-race winning driver and early 
Cooper Mini exponent in NZ and Australia. During this time, he tragically died in 
a plane crash almost 55 years ago on 12th  April 1962. The crash scene is in ‘The 
Dandenongs’ a short distance from where my family lived in Monbulk at the time.

The other piece of Chobham ADO50 memorabilia up for this month’s topic 
is something I’ve also had for a similar length of time as the tankard; the good 
bit is that I do know its provenance. It is The British Motor Corporation’s 
Consolidated Technical Data for the ‘The Austin Seven Cooper and Morris 
Mini Cooper’ TRL 10/61.

Bernard Cahier

Two rare pieces of Chobham ADO50 trinkets together. The 
engraved pewter tankard & TRL 10/61

Laurence Pomeroy 

OLD STUFF − Stephen DaltonCOOPER
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The item is one of numerous foolscap sized confidential 
documents prepared to a similar format for BMC new 
model releases during the late 50s/early 60s era. TRL 10/61 
is the rare and significant ADO50 document handed out 
to the motoring press as an information source for the car 
they had gone to Chobham to try. In fact the effort that 
went into this item hardly justifies such, for the then planned 
production run of just 1,000 cars. But BMC hardly did 
promotion by half measure whatever the car at that time. 
Of course, (in many instances) they had to do everything 
twice or more to suit the numerous brands under the 
BMC umbrella. Being of a confidential nature, early in the 
piece, page one to be exact, it mentions the information is 
not to be used prior to an embargo being lifted. Too late 
for Bernard though, with his September 1961 SCG piece 
written and forwarded before he would have had a copy of 
TRL 10/61 in his hands. It states… 

“CONFIDENTIAL
The information contained in this document must NOT be 
published before the official announcement. This date will 

be sent to you as soon as possible.”

And also begins the quandary of what to call the cars, 
even before release had taken place, again that Austin 
bias pops up. Stating… 

“To avoid repetition the Notes here offered refer to 
“Austin Cooper” but they apply equally to the Austin 
Seven Cooper and to the Morris Mini Cooper.”

The main text of TRL 10/61 was prepared by motoring 
journalist, Laurence E W Pomeroy, who also wrote one of 
Mini’s earliest books, The Mini Story, published in October 
1964. Quite ironic really, given his father, Laurence H 
Pomeroy was responsible for developing another motoring 
icon of its day – the Vauxhall 30/98 – when he was an 
Engineer at Vauxhall’s Luton, Bedfordshire Works. The car 
was aimed at the sporting motorist, with the first limited 
build examples released almost 50 years prior to ADO50 
coming along. Back to TRL 10/61 though, and it also has 
contributions from other members of the then motoring 
press establishment. Master artist of the see through view, 
Theo Page, prepared his famous cutaway drawing of a left 
hand drive ‘Austin Seven Cooper’. A touch of artistic licence 
there, given that the only left hand drive Cooper-Mini 
that would be present at the Chobham release was the 
prototype ADO50 Morris Mini-Cooper - identified as 824 
DOP, although it must be said, that in typical BMC practice, 
Theo did prepare a Morris version too. You only need look 
to the Cooper’s release issue of 22nd September 1961 
Autosport to see this. Each cutaway drawing has so much 
detail that shows outstanding precision from the pen of the 
man responsible – even down to the pre-production style 
interior and grille. Plus, the Austin has over-riders and corner 
bars, while the Morris version does not have the later items. 
This was clearly part of the intended specification outlined 
for ADO50 to differentiate the Austin and Morris versions 
ever so slightly. The cars at Chobham were certainly dressed 
accordingly to that brief (see the Morris behind the GP 
drivers photo in February’s Old Cooper Stuff).

Another part of TRL 10/61 is that famous cartoonist of 
the day, Russell Brockbank, applied his talent and wit 
to produce 6 pages of specially commissioned cartoons 
featuring in some instances the other prototype 
ADO50 Austin Seven Cooper covered previously in 
these features – 126 LWL. Brockbank must have had 
a crystal ball because many of these cartoons depicted 
the Cooper either having, or about to harass, cars from 
luxury or sporting car manufacturers – Mercedes-Benz, 
Alfa Romeo and Porsche. A feat many of us are probably 
guilty of ourselves in our own Mini Coopers!

The Pomeroy text is typical of this experienced motoring 
journalist style, almost to the point of “Why write a 

Theo Page’s Austin Seven Cooper cutaway. Still without a production-style grille

One of the ‘HB’ illustrations in TRL 10/61. Showing the early trim pattern, if you have 
the 1997 Clausager Mini Cooper book page 11 will reveal a photo of that actual trim

From the series of Brockbank cartoons for TRL 10/61. One can sense life imitating 
art with this. The police motorcycle outfit didn’t stand much of a chance once well 
driven Mini Coopers hit the streets!
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sentence to describe something when a paragraph or several will do”, as he 
hypothesises various points for the attention of fellow motoring scribblers, even 
throwing in some mathematics and bar & line graphs. In a way, it’s curious this 
item heads into the territory of comparing the ‘Austin Cooper’ against the un-
named ‘U.S Compact 2,365cc’ and ‘British Small Car 996.6cc’. The journos who 
received these items wouldn’t have needed to think too hard to realise that it was 
the Ford Falcon and Ford Anglia that were up for comparison. With the clarity 
of hindsight, one can ponder them as odd choices, but I guess at the time it was 
trying to relate to those fellow journalists experiences from various markets of 
the world. Plus, of course, there wasn’t exactly an abundance of similar rival front 
wheel drive sporting saloons in 1961, given BMC were testing the water with 
their new package.

This TRL 10/61 document also has some nice illustrations and 1:12th (approx.) 
scale drawings. The illustrations are quite descriptive and obviously to the brief 
BMC artist ‘H.B’ was given for each car to be depicted at the time. So, similar 
illustrations exist for Morris Mini-Minor, MG Midget, Morris 1100, Wolseley 
Hornet and more. I wish I knew who ‘H.B’ was, but, unfortunately, I haven’t 
unravelled their name. The HB illustrations in TRL 10/61 relate to the side-view, 
rear ¾ view and probably that of the disc brake front subframe. The first two 
illustrated with the prototype interior trim pattern and what I consider must 
have been on the original ADO50 specifications brief, drilled road wheels. 
Essentially a 10 inch version of Sprite/Midget style wheel and as we know them 
Cooper S rims! However, the side-view illustration shows 12 holes (as per 
Sprite) rather than the production 9 holes. So, it’s plausible the drilled wheel 
idea fell by the wayside for the first of the Cooper breed due to the time 
constraints to get the cars to production.

The various 1:12th (approx) scale drawings in TRL 10/61 also give an insight 
to the last minute details going on behind the scenes too. The document 
shows Austin and Morris versions in front, rear, side and overhead views, the 
Austin front view depicting a grille of no particular use to what became the 
final production version. More proof that things were somewhat stretched as 
the ADO50 and other BMC projects progressed together!

This document also has a number of pages split into data sections as follows…

Section A - Summary of Principal Characteristics 
Section B - Component Details and Dimensions 
Section C - Body Construction and Details 
Section D - Maintenance
Section E - Performance Factors

Each section is notated in English, French and German. Numerous changes 
or incorrect data has also been corrected from what was originally printed, 
because the pages have no fewer than 5 new sections of data neatly pasted 
over in the appropriate position.

Earlier I referred to knowing the provenance of this copy of TRL 10/61 and, indeed, 
I acquired the item directly from Don Grant, son of its original journalist owner, his 
father being Autosport magazine’s founding and long time editor, Gregor Grant. 
Maybe it sounds a bit too fanciful, but I like the idea that as Gregor produced 
copy for his 22nd  September 1961 issue editorial, TRL 10/61 was there on 
his desk. This is what the editorial states…
“COOPER AND BMC - The announcement of the Cooper high-performance 
versions of the famous B.M.C. “babies” is a step in the right direction. In 
associating the name “Cooper” with these intriguing little cars, the British Motor 
Corporation acknowledges the considerable prestige gained by the Surbiton 
concern through motor-racing successes. In offering the cars with disc brakes, 
tuned and enlarged engine and remote-control gearbox, B.M.C pays tribute to 
the development - through-racing system which has enabled these features to 
be incorporated on normal production cars. The engine itself owes much of its 
present development to the Formula Junior Coopers raced by the Ken Tyrrell 
stable. For some time, many excellent conversions have been available for the 
Austin Seven and Morris Mini-Minor, but it is something new for the giant B.M.C. 
empire to market an improved-series version of its lowest-priced motor cars.”

The same issue also features ‘The long-awaited Mini-Cooper. Grand Touring on a 
budget’ by John Bolster, and including the Theo Page Morris cutaway drawing 
mentioned earlier. 

These monthly features have grown like topsy, with this being the 6th 
part relating to early ADO50 history that began back in September’s 
CooperWorld. This one may well be the last. Next time will be the telling.

Stephen Dalton

1:12th Austin front view with the grille depicted reminiscent of 
the Austin A60 Farina

1:12th Morris rear view and no corner bars on the over-riders. 
Motor Sport magazine editor, Bill Boddy probably summed 
it up quite poignantly with his October 1961 “… and the 
overiders on the front bumpers wouldn’t fend off a puppy” (no 
disrespect meant to animal lovers I’m sure)

Gregor Grant 
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Thousands of parts for YOUR car
FUEL + CARBS

Part Description  Price 

AUF214Z S&M FUEL PUMP 63-74  £51.30 

AZX1818 MINI FUEL PUMP 69-91  £35.82 

XNB10007 MINI DUEL SENDER 58-96 CARB MODEL  £15.60 

XNB100380 MINI INJ FUEL SENDER 96>  £27.30 

AAU8340 MINI FUEL SENDER TANK MINI VAN/ESTATE/PICKUP  £24.30 

14A7057 MINI FUEL NECK GROMMET 58-97  £3.90 

GGT101 2-1/2INCH HUEL HOSE  £1.92 

PANELS

ALA5660 MINI A POST 69> GENUINE  £21.60 

BMP454 MINI RH FRONT WING  £99.00 

ABD36004 MINI RH FRONT FLITCH INN 76-89  £199.80 

CZH455 MINI MKII BONNET 70-96  £174.00 

BMD36001 MINI BOOT LID 90>  £198.00 

BMP343 MINI MKIV COMPLETE BODYSHELL 76-89 (TO ORDER ONLY)  £6,858.00 

HMP441016 MINI BOOT FLOOR & BATTERY BOX 59> ALL MODELS  £225.60 

BRAKES

13H5541 MINI HANDBRAKE GRIP  £1.74 

1G5999 RETURN SPRING PEDAL  £2.34 

FAM8356 HANDBRAKE LEVER GRIP LATE MINI  £5.10 

GDB105 BRAKE DRUM MINI 850-1000  £14.10 

GDB106 BRAKE DRUM MINI COOPER MK1/2 COOPER S  £14.70 

GBS733 MINIFRONT BRAKE SHOES  £12.30 

GBH170 MINI FRONT BRAKE HOSE MINI 67-84 DRUM(  £5.10 

GPR104A MINI PEDAL PAD (RUBBER) >76(2REQ)MINI 76>  £1.17 

GPR107A MINI PEDAL PAD (RUBBER) MINI 76-90  £1.02 

SZU10001 MINI PEDAL PAD (RUBBER) 90>  £2.34 

CLUTCH

13H2934 MINI FLYWHEEL OIL SEAL  £2.34 

GMC1008 MINI MASTER CYLINDER CLUTCH 59-89  £47.10 

1G5999 RETURN SPRING PEDAL 53-58/MOGGI/MINI  £2.34 

GSY118 MINI CLUTCH SLAVE CYLINDER 83.94  £39.30 

GSY118Z MINI CLUTCH SLAVE CYLINDER REPRO  £24.00 

GSY110 CLUTCH SLAVE CYLINDER S&M 58-66/MINI 59-83/A11/1300  £28.20 

88G508 MINI FLYWHEEL LOCKING KEY 64-85 (DIAPHRAGM)  £9.04 

COOLING

GWP132 WATER PUMP S&M 58-67/MINI SMALL IMPELLOR  £15.90 

GTS104 THERMOSTAT DEG C MGB 62-80/S&M 58-79/TR6/TR8  £4.86 

GRC110 15PSI RADIATOR CAP BV8 73-76/MID 74-79/TR7/MINI  £3.90 

12G2129 THICK FAN BLADE  £11.70 

CHS2515 THERMO STUD COVER MGA/B 55>/S&M 63-72/MINI  £1.44 

53K402 HEATER STUD TAP S&M 64-74/MOGGI 61-71/MINI  £0.72 

14A9988 MINI CABLE HEATER MINI MK1/2  £16.50 

CABLES

Part Description  Price 

14A6740 MINI BOOTLID CABLE  £2.80 

21A1202 MINI SINGLE CARB CHOKE CABLE  £16.50 

21A2329 MINI CHOKE CABLE 68-87  £8.70 

24A2738 MINI HEATER CABLE 58-89  £8.70 

NAM7914 MINI CABLE THROTTLE 65  £5.10 

21A1204 MINI CABLE CHOKE TWIN CARB - COOPER/S MK1/2  £16.50 

SBF10027 MINI CABLE CHOKE 27 - MINI 87  £10.10 

ENGINE & MOUNTS

MRC1275 ROCKER VALVE COVER S&M 58-74/MINI 58>  £22.62 

12A1175 TAPPET GASKET COVER (RUBBER) MGA/B 55-80/S&M 58-74/MINI 66> MGC  £0.97 

GLP138 OIL PUMP SLOT TYPE MINI A+1300  £18.36 

12G2134 Y PIECE CONNECTION MINI 74-91/MGB 70-80/S&M 68-74  £2.70 

12G1053 ALTERNATOR BRACKET USED TO CONVERT DYNAMO/ALT FIX  £6.90 

ARA221 OIL COOLER MGB 62-75  £40.50 

22A1018 MINI ENGINE MOUNT LH (AUTOMATIC ONLY)  £10.98 

SWITCHES

21A2658 MINI RH INDICATOR SWITCH 76-84  £35.94 

13H337 SWITCH-IGNITION MINI MKII  £9.96 

13H7778 INDICATOR SWITCH AUS 11/1300 67-71/MINI MK2  £42.90 

24G1345 BARREL & KEY SWITCH  £8.10 

BAU5345 SWITCH-INDICATOR MINI  £35.40 

YUF101010 SWITCH-BRAKE CHECK MINI  £23.46 

13H6343 WIPER SWITCH MKII MINI 74-76 1SPEED  £10.02 

YUF101000 HAZARD SWITCH  76>  £12.00 

2A9129 WIPER SWITCH 57SA MINI MKI/II/MOGGI  £10.14 

YUF101030 LIGHT SWITCH MINI 76-91  £12.00 

BADGES

DAH100950MMM MINI COOPER BOOTLID BADGE MINI 2000>  £14.10 

DAH100920MMM MINI COOPER SPORT BADGE  £12.30 

24A23 BADGE -MINI COOPER MKI AUSTIN  £7.56 

14A6802 BADGE-AUSTIN MINI MKI  £7.92 

CZH2717 BADGE - LEYLAND HOUSE S&M 70-74/MGB/MINI A PANEL  £6.24 

DAB101130 BADGE-ITALIAN JOB-BONNET MINI  £28.50 

CZH1305 BADGE-FRONT MINI MK3 MINI/COOPER S  £18.90 

MANIFOLD + EXHAUSTS

GEX7046 MANIFOLD CLAMP S&M>64/MINI 63-85/MOGGI  £2.24 

GEX7081 MINI CENTRE EXHAUST MOUNT 58-96  £1.80 

GEX7661 MINI EXHAUST MOUNT MINI 5/92>/METRO MG TURBO  £3.78 

GEX7761 MINI CATALYST GASKET  £2.10 

L61 MANIFLOW LCB Y PIECE  £34.80 

LST001A MANIFLOW 1 3/4" TWIN BOX SIDE EXIT SYSTEM  £107.40 

LST001B MANIFLOW 1 3/4" TWIN BOX CENTRE EXIT SYSTEM  £107.94 
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JMO 969D sold

After two unsuccessful attempts by 
Coys to sell this car, it has, at last, been 
sold for a far more realistic £44,000 
hammer price. Undoubtedly, the over 
ambitious price tag put on the car at the 
two previous auctions resulted in two no 
sales. Third time lucky and the car was 
sold for just a few thousand above its 
lower guide price. Bidding was far from 
brisk and the hammer quickly fell. Clearly, 
the owner had tempered his aspirations 
on its value and set a realistic reserve. 
I’m very pleased to say that the new 
owner is an MCR member, David Brazell. 

David has been out on several Minis to Monte and Minis to Ireland runs 
with us, and those who have seen him pedal his car along at a very rapid 
pace - and there is a very big rock in Ireland with his name on it! - will 
appreciate he uses his cars to the full and that’s exactly what he intends 
to do with JMO (except keeping clear of large rocks).

David tells me that he, by pure coincidence, bumped into Rob 
Lawrence’s old mechanic at the sale who confirmed that the shell the 
car now sits in was the one last used by them. Rob Lawrence we will 
remember bought the car from Abingdon. Rob had great success with 
the car on several seasons of Motoring News rallies, amongst others and 
in truth the car would have had an exceedingly hard life in his hands.

David intends to build the car using the existing shell and subframes to 
Group 6 specification – just as it was for the last few events at Abingdon, 
finishing up second overall on the 1968 Scottish Rally at the hands of 
Lars Ytterbring. The plan at the moment is to attend to the outside of 
the body and repaint it the correct colours for a start! With the exterior 
of the car looking as it should, the interior, then the engine and running 
gear, will be attended to next. As the car is very much a going concern, 
David intends to do the work in stages. This will allow him to keep the 
car in use for much of the time. This is a sensible approach, as it will 
indeed allow David to use the car this year. He assures me that it will 
be there for Minis to Ireland, come September, looking so much better. 
This is preferable to having the car disappear for years whilst it has a full 
restoration. David has already driven the car and reports that the engine 
pulls like a train, so for the time being at least, that will remain untouched 
– but perhaps just paint it green rather than A+ yellow! I’m sure David 

will do a creditable job, as his day job is restoring classic Jaguars, so I’m 
looking forward to progress reports very soon.

Willy Cave at 90

At the annual HRCR open day at Gaydon in January, Willy Cave, one of 
the club's distinguished Honorary members and BMC navigator, was 
presented with a lovely rose bowl by Paddy Hopkirk, with John Sprinzel’s 
PMO 200 Sprite as a back drop, to celebrate his 90th birthday. Many 
rallying celebrities attended this annual do at Gaydon and wished him 
hearty congratulations on his milestone achievement and joined him for 
the photo shoot. Willy will actually be celebrating his 90th birthday on the 
last day of the Monte Historique on which he will yet again be competing. 
Willy started rallying in the 1950s and did his first Monte Carlo Rally with 
BMC in an MG Magnette way back in 1955. He also, oddly, competed on 
the Monte in an Austin FX3 taxi with racing driver Tony Brooks and BBC 
commentator Peter Dimmock in 1961 – it didn’t go well as they ran out 
of time – but the taxi meter was kept running! Although he tells me he 
retired long ago, he is still very much in demand for his navigational skills 
on numerous historic rallies. 

Robert Young
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JMO969D on the Circuit of Ireland with Paddy Hopkirk

Willy receiving his plaque from the ACM at the dinner on the 
Monte Carlo Historique

Willy Cave at the presentation with, from left to right, Paddy Hopkirk, 
Bill Price, Willy, Mike Wood, Paul Easter and Barrie Williams
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He has accompanied Peter Barker on numerous Monte Historiques 
as well as the Classic Alpine, which they won in 977 ARX. He has 
also, in more recent times, navigated for Alastair Vines in CRX 89B 
on a good few Monte Historiques. For this year’s Monte he was in 
an Alfa Romeo and what a great way to celebrate your 90th birthday. 
Willy was further honoured at the prize giving presentation dinner on 
the Monte Historique when he was presented with a plaque by the 
ACM to commemorate his achievements – this to a standing ovation 
and enormous cheers.  Congratulations and happy birthday Willy.

Monte Historique 2017

As I write this, the 20th edition of this superb event has just finished, 
with its traditional last night over the Col du Turini.  It saw six cars 
entered with MCR members on board (in one seat or another). 
This year, the weather was mostly kind and not snow and ice bound 
as much of the Monte Carlo Rally had been two weeks previous. 
Nevertheless, snow and ice was there to catch out the unwary but a 
great excuse to use studded tyres.

Willy Cave sadly didn’t finish the event but was running very well, 
up to about 80th when they retired with mechanical maladies in 
the Alfa Romeo. So, Willy was unable to celebrate his 90th birthday 
over the Turini. 

Highest placed MCR member was Honorary member Rauno 
Aaltonen who finished up in 83rd place after recovering from the 
crew’s navigational equipment going haywire. Attended to by 
Swiftune, who built the engine, Rauno revelled in reliving his past 
Monte victory.

Rauno Aaltonen preparing at the start of a regularity

Rauno Aaltonen queuing up at the control in 177

The Mini Spares sponsored car driven by Bill Richards, who, despite 
not being an MCR member, deserves a mention here, coming home 
143rd and this time with the car unscathed for a change. 

Philip Anning of Swiftune attends to the service of Aaltonen's engine

The Mini Spares sponsored Mini of Bill Richards pulling into a control

Mike Hyrons in LBL 666D at the Glasgow start
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Al Vines, for the first time stepped out of his driving seat and decided 
to do the map reading and timing for a change, co-driving in a Datsun 
240Z. He finished in 208th place after what I’m sure was a baptism of 
fire for one used to driving rather than navigating. 

I was pleased to see that Mike Hyrons safely brought back his Ex-
Works Mini Cooper LBL 666D in one piece. Mike was also navigating, 
entrusting his car to a friend to pedal along. They were hampered by 
clutch problems but got to the finish down in 230th place.

Unluckiest of them all was Peter Moss, who was navigating for his 
brother in a BMW Ti. The car, being a fresh restoration, was untried 
in competition and had very few miles on it come the start. Disaster 
struck when they lost nearly all of their oil when the oil filter seal (or 
lack of one it would seem) failed. This resulted in them having to miss 
one regularity section and also one time control. Fortunately, they 
were able to carry out a temporary repair to allow them to continue 
but with all of their penalties (all 55,000 of them) they were dead 
last by the time they got back into the rally. They eventually finished 
in 239th place – without their problem they would have been in a 
respectable128th position.

To put these results into perspective, the 14 regularity sections 
undertaken, amounted to over 250 miles of concentrated 
competition, meaning over 7½ hours of hard work. To add to this, 
each regularity had numerous unmanned and unmarked timing points 
along the section, some sections had as many a 23 timing point. These 
were all logged, by the organisers, remotely by transponders carried 
by each car. In all there were 174 timing points (that’s around one 
every 1½ miles!). All of which you have to aim, in theory at least, to 

Mike Hyrons safely got the car to Monte Carlo unscathed

Wonderful collection of historic rally cars on the quay side at 
Monte Carlo

arrive at the exact second. No mean task and for each second early 
or late, 10 marks were lost. The total lost by the winning car was 
just 140 seconds – which over the prevailing terrain and weather 
conditions is one hell of an achievement – and he was in an Opel 
Ascona, so quite a big car to heave around. 275 cars finished with 51 
who just didn’t make it.  Unfortunately, the Monte Historique is now 
a very technical regularity event, albeit rather fast, that only the most 
practiced ever seem to do well at these days but it is still, in my mind, 
the very best event to do.

Robert Young
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Cooper S Mk 1 Register
 

The Austin Cooper S I mentioned in 
last month’s jottings, OGX 777E, was 
duly auctioned and made an impressive 
£44,000 which came to near £49,000 
when the buyer’s premium and VAT 
were added. A few Register members 
were at the auction casting an eye 
over this car and all seem to have been 
pretty impressed with the condition 
of it. All too often cars in an auction 
catalogue are not as good when you 
actually see them in the metal. It is with 
good reason that we registrars often 
say “buyer beware” especially when 

something appears to be a bargain. 

A case in point is MSJ 409 a Mk1 Mini that featured in a Brightwells 
auction in November last year. This car was also mentioned by 
Barbara in her Mk1 Cooper report last month. I was asked to go 
along and look at the car with a view to bidding by someone unable 
to attend on the day. The car sold for £6,400 which sounds an 
absolute bargain for a Mk1 Cooper or S in today’s market but read 
on for the whole picture. Although the images online didn’t pull any 
punches it didn’t look too bad but when I saw it in the metal even I 
was almost speechless. The green/grey Cooper trim wasn’t actually 
Cooper trim, there was green overspray everywhere. It probably had 
the worst job ever of fitting Mk2 back lights and I could go on and 
on. Although listed as a Mk1 Morris Cooper, it was difficult to actually 
determine what it was. It had previously been registered 1538 D 
which was a registration number originally attached to a Mk1 Morris 
Cooper 1275 S of 1964 vintage that was finished in Old English white/
black and registered on the 17th August 1964.

So far so good, but now it all gets really confusing. According to the 
DVLA, MSJ 409 is a Morris Mini Cooper with the chassis number 
KAS84 55292 registered 1st November 1963; the MSJ registration 
is an age related plate issued in the late 1990s. Clearly, the chassis 
number is missing a digit and the prefix isn’t 100% correct and 

Simon Wheatcroft

OGX 777E certainly wowed the bidders. Nice to see the bootlid S 
badge at the correct angle
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as many of you are aware, typos are not unknown on a V5; the 
auction website mentioned that the number quoted in the catalogue 
was taken from the registration document. However, the rather 
crude homemade chassis plate attached to the car was displaying 
the actual chassis number of the 1964 1275 S registered 1538 D 
which does not match the V5! As mentioned above MSJ 409 was 
registered some 9 months before 1538 D so quite how those 
details came to be wrong is a bit of a mystery. The actual bodyshell 
present was from early 1962 car and had a 998cc Cooper engine of 
1966 vintage installed. About the only part that might conceivably 
have been from 1538 D was the speedometer. As the auctioneers 

MSJ 409, it’s not looking too good from here

‘Serviceable interior’ apparently

Is this a chassis plate I see before me? It is, but the number doesn’t 
match the V5

succinctly put it “Very little is known of the history of this 1963 
registered Mk 1 Cooper.” The person I was representing decided 
not to bid but someone was happy to pay £6,400 for what was 
there. Unravelling exactly what is what probably helped the new 
owner pass a dark winter evening or several.

One of the more recent fads for those rebuilding a car is to obtain 
correctly dated electrical components. The majority of Lucas items 
are dated, even the headlamp bowls you might be surprised to learn. 
For lighting and wipers switches up until October 1965 the Lucas part 
number and date are on the front face, from November 1965 these 
moved to the side. They have the month and year of manufacture 
stamped for example 10 65 indicates October 1965 etc. Whilst many 
switches appear the same externally because they are all a Lucas 
model 57SA there is a specific switch for the Mk1 Mini lighting which 
is Lucas part number 31788. The correct wiper switch for a Mini is 
31780. Typically switches are dated a couple of months before the 
date of vehicle manufacture. Incidentally, despite being the most 
visible, wiper motor dates are very unreliable for accurate dating of a 

The worst fitting Mk 2 back light conversion ever? Yes, that black 
area to the right of the light is a sizeable hole

Lucas 31780 and 9 65 identify this as a Mini wipers switch from 
September 1965
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car, I know of a very original, one owner from new Mk1 S built May 
1964 with a 12 63 dated wiper motor.

Now it is time for my annual request for three Mk1 Ss for display at 
the Beaulieu Mini Day in June. Your car doesn’t need to be concours, 
patina is always welcome as you may have noticed if you were 
present last year and there is free entry to the event for the driver.

That’s all this month.
 
Simon Wheatcroft

Lucas 31780 and 11 65 makes this a Mini wipers switch from 
November 1965; the details now on the side of the body of the switch

Barbara Alexander

Cooper Mk 1 Register

We start this month for request 
information: Anne and Howard 
West are asking if anyone knows the 
whereabouts or fate of their Mini 
Cooper which they sold way back in 
1965 to fund their wedding. A Smoke 
grey and white roofed car, presumed 
997 Cooper registered 140 SKP, and 
seems to have a bit of history as, 
initially, it was bought new by George 
Falkener, who Anne says, competed in 
the Monte Carlo Rally at some point. 
I can’t find any information on this 
having looked at several years of entry 
lists. However, the Wests bought the 
car from Mr Falkener and were keen 

members of the Tunbridge Wells Motor Club, taking part in many 
auto tests and road rallies. Even today they are still keen on motor 
sport, with Howard being the event director for the ‘Somerset 
Stages’. So, if you have any information about this car, then please 
do get in touch with me and I can pass it on the Wests. The car is 
currently not showing up on the DVLA record date base.

A new car to the register this month is BSK 601D owned by Bernard 
McEneany. Long term member Bernie is probably more well known 
for his fabulous Australian built maroon and white Cooper ‘S’. The 
addition to his collection is this 1966 registered Austin 998 Cooper 
which is a full restoration project. He bought the car way back in 
2006 and Bernie admits that as he can only spare one day a week on 
the project so it may take a while to get done. Up till now the front 
end has been replaced allowing for much better gap lines around 
the door frames, and quite a large section of the floor has also been 
replaced. Although registered in 1966, this car was built in or around 
September 1965 which accounts for the fact that it is Surf blue rather 
than Island blue which was introduced towards the last quarter of 
1965. Trim for this car is the correct Powder blue with grey/gold 
brocade, in fact the same colour trim that was used for Fiesta yellow 
painted Coopers. Island blue cars however, had the much paler 
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Cumulus grey with gold brocade and was the only colour in Cooper 
colours to use this trim. Please see a number of photos of Bernie’s 
car but note that the colour has not re-produced accurately.

Two more new cars have also been added to the register: firstly 
Stephen Sims has registered his 1967 Austin Cooper KBA 679E and 
Chris Fiddes has added his 1965 Morris KJH 510C. Welcome to the 
register, and if you would like your car featured in more detail please 
get in touch, photos add so much to words.

That’s all for this month,

Barbara Alexander

Cooper S Mk 2 Register

As I write this at the end of January the 
temperature outside is around freezing 
but it's a glorious sunny day, just right 
for a run out in the 'S' you might think? 
Well no actually, our local Council seem 
committed to spreading as much rock 
salt on the surrounding roads as possible, 
making them look like they've got a 
dusting of icing sugar. Whilst I'm not 
concerned about getting my car wet, 
exposing  50 year old BMC steel to this is 
not a good idea, as you would be able to 
hear the car 'fizzing' after a run out over 
that stuff. I understand it's 'safety first' but 
a bit frustrating when the sun's shining. 
But, hopefully, by the time you read this it 

will have warmed up and the rain will have washed the salt away leaving 
nice dry clean roads for that first run out of the year.

Probably the item that can alter the appearance of a Mini more 
than anything is the choice of wheels and tyres, and running a close 
second is the style of number plate. We've discussed wheels and tyres 
before so I thought we'd have a look at a few styles of plate that were 
popular in the heyday of the MkII Cooper S. 

Nick Hunter

Popular black with silver digit pressed aluminium
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Perhaps the most commonly fitted plates were the pressed aluminium 
type with silver letters on a black background, which is still as popular 
today and looks good, particularly when they have a bit of age to 
them. A second type is the individual white or silver letters on a black 
background. These were constructed by drilling alloy backing plates 
and fitting plastic moulded letters with zinc plated grip washers on the 
letter pegs. My car currently has a set of these fitted and, again, they 
look particularly good when the digits have yellowed a little to give 
some patina. The more eagle eyed will have spotted the small blue 
oblong 'Bluemels' sticker on the top edge. Bluemels, along with Hills 
and Ace, were amongst the main plate manufacturers in the late 1960s.

Individual letters on black aluminium backing

Original dealer fit rear 'ACE' branded reflective

Original dealer fit rear 'ACE' branded reflective

The introduction of the MkII Mini in late 1967 coincided with 
the introduction of the reflective style of plate, although there's 
some evidence to suggest they were available as early as 1966. 
By reflective, we're talking about the backing material used. The 
reflective material, yellow for the rear and white for the front as for 
modern day plates, would be stuck over an aluminium backplate and 
then individual black plastic characters added in the same way as the 
earlier black background type. The photo shows my car again, these 
are the original plates as fitted by main dealer Kennings and are made 
by ACE plates - a small logo at the bottom right shows their branding.

Of course there are many variations and manufacturers and with 
the introduction of the wipe clean Perspex plates in the 1970s there 
were some interesting combinations - anyone remember the 'digital' 
style font that was all the rage in the late 1970s? The black and silver 
'engraved' digit design was a popular choice for a while (the photo 
shows my car fitted with these plates, which it wore through the 
eighties up until when I bought it in 2009. 

When choosing plate style it obviously comes down to individual 
choice, but I hope this has given you a few pointers as to how your 
car could look with a particular plate style.

Finally, last weekend saw the first Mini show of the year, 'Mini Fair' 
at Bingley Hall near Stafford. As ever, this was a good show but 
there was just one MkII'S' on display, John Rayners nicely restored 
ex Liverpool Police car in full Police spec.  I'll not say too much here 

Original front plate of my car showing its age with 'ACE' logo in the 
bottom right corner

John Rayners beautiful ex Liverpool Police Mk11 S
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present are much too dark and have completely the wrong font 
for the text. The plates share a common rivet and in all the period 
factory photographs of the time the chassis plate is on top of the 
commission plate.

Other than that, a bit of a short and sweet report this month as it has 
been rather quiet on the Mk 3 S front of late. 

So, to wrap up, I am looking for a couple of cars for the Mk 3 S 
display at Beaulieu, I had quite a number of enquiries last year so 
don’t delay as one space is already taken.

Simon Wheatcroft

This more correct looking reproduction commission number plate 
is available

as I'm obviously straying into another Register's territory, but suffice 
to say, a great car as the photo shows.  There was a lot of really 
excellent autojumble for sale at the show as well. The best find for 
me was a new old stock, Leyland boxed, radiator surround cowl 
rubber, part number 14A7286.  I had been looking for a 'real' one of 
these for a while so I returned home very happy- I'm easily pleased 
these days!  

That's all for now

Cheers

Nick Hunter 

New old stock radiator surround cowl rubber found at Bingley Hall

Cooper S Mk 3 Register

I’ve had a couple of enquiries recently 
concerning chassis and commission 
number plates. First up was an enquiry 
as to the correct style of chassis plate; 
this should have the wording ‘British 
Motor Corporation’ on it despite the 
fact that BMC had, of course, been 
replaced by British Leyland and the cars 
had a British Leyland badge on each 
of the A panels. The plates that read 
Austin Morris Group British Leyland 
UK are for later cars than the Mk 3 S.

The commission plate printing should 
be quite a bright red, whereas some 
of the reproductions available at 

Simon Wheatcroft

Plates originals – Original plates on this car although the commission 
plate should be below the chassis plate. Note the correct style British 
Motor Corporation chassis plate

Plates repro – This car has the darker red commission plate and 
an incorrect chassis plate. The font is noticeably thicker on the 
commission plate too

Rover Cooper Register

Garry Dickens’ Mini Super report in 
the February issue of CooperWorld 
illustrated images of some of the familiar 
rust traps that owners of 1960s/70s era 
Minis can expect to encounter in the 
course of a restoration. Later Minis and 
particularly those from the late 1980s 
onwards, seem to rust far more than 
earlier models. I am sure it is not my 
imagination that some of the panels 
on these later cars appear to be of a 
thinner gauge. As for the ultra thin paint 
application to the car’s underside, and 
Rover’s cursory nod to rust prevention, 
the proof has to be seen to be believed. John Parnell
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For many Rover Cooper owners one of the most dreaded car bodywork 
concerns has come about by, of all things, ill-conceived tinkering…

Several years ago I went to inspect a 1998 Sports Pack Rover 
Cooper on behalf of a friend. The car looked quite smart from a 
distance, but once I got up close I soon noticed severe rust bubbling 
breaking out along the bottom edge of the front windscreen rubber. 

Painfully thin: Rover’s approach to paint application under a front 
wheelarch

Missed opportunity: Yellow factory wax was a good idea but very 
poorly applied

On earlier 1960s/70s Minis corrosion on the front windscreen 
scuttle tends to be confined to the outer end sections where they 
adjoin the front wings, and corresponds to the favoured spot where 
road dirt collects under that area of the front wheel arches. Unless 
there has been a leak in the windscreen rubber, you would not 
normally expect to have to replace the entire scuttle panel on these 
early cars, as is evident from the two examples shown in Garry’s 
report. 

But for the later Rover Minis, including mid-production Rover Coopers 
onwards, there are factors that conspire to make the windscreen 
scuttle on these models a corrosion Achilles heel that, if not promptly 
and properly rectified, will have a devastating impact on the car’s 
appeal and resale value. And it is not difficult to understand why:

(1) The damage is usually far more extensive than it at first appears, 
often involving major disintegration of the top dash rail and its 
adjoining dashboard fascia panel, let alone water that may have 
also leaked into the front footwells and rotted those as well; 

(2) Because the repair requires both the cutting and welding of panels, 
a lot of prior stripping out has to be done both inside the engine 
bay and most of the front interior of the car too. The windscreen 
obviously has to come out and fire safety is paramount.

(3) The work is fiddly and involved even for an experienced 
bodywork practitioner. 

(4) Once the repair is completed, everything then has to be put 
back again.

(5) A combination of labour intensity, the interface of multiple panels, 
and the application of paintwork to finish, makes it an expensive 
repair to perform.

So, why does this problem afflict only the later Rover Minis?

The front and rear windscreen panels of most Minis (not the very 
early models) have a pressed recess all the way round the screen 
aperture. The windscreen rubber fits snugly into this recess and 
the chrome PVC finisher (better known as a ‘filler strip’) forces 

The rust destruction to this section of top dash rail speaks for itself
Flawed application: The wider windscreen rubber seal as found on 
Rover Minis from early 1993 onwards
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the rubber to expand against the rim of the recess to form a 
watertight seal. This simple application worked perfectly for over 
30 years. Then, in February 1993, for reasons best only known 
to those at Rover, a wider rubber front windscreen seal was 
introduced that extended beyond the existing pressed recess. 
The screen panel itself was never changed. The two photographs 
shown here illustrate the visual difference between the alternative 
screen rubbers.

I should point out that the part number for the windscreen rubber did 
change in accordance with the upgrade from toughened to laminated 
glass. For several years, from late 1985, the only part number listed 
(for standard laminated glass application) was JPC 4834. This became 
NLA at the end of 1992, the new part number being CCB 10011. 
There was then a production change point in February 1993 and with 
it a new part number, CCB 100130, and it is this that I believe is the 
new design I am referring to. There was no corresponding change to 
the part number of the laminated windscreen glass or the windscreen 
panel assembly.

While this new windscreen rubber might have looked flatter and 
less obtrusive than the design it replaced, the rubber itself did 
not contour to the panel recess it now covered, leaving a hidden 
void. The application of a sealant would have restored integrity to 
this flawed component substitution, except no one thought it was 
necessary and it would have added a further cost to production 
had they done so.

The result of this subtle change was the creation of the perfect 
conditions for capillary action to wreak havoc. As the windscreen 
rubber expands and contracts with the change in air temperature, 
any droplets of water clinging to its lower joint with the scuttle 
panel (whether from rain or washing) get drawn up into the 
vacant space inside where they remain trapped and build up until 
eventually the body of water breaches the lower metal lip of the 
windscreen panel and trickles across the top dash rail before 
dripping down behind the dashboard onto the open framework of 
the former parcel shelf and onwards down to the carpet below. 
And, because we are only talking about droplets of water rather 
than a steady flow, it is difficult to spot. A lack of properly applied 
paint to these hidden areas means that they soon succumb to rust 
which itself acts as a sponge attracting more moisture.

Watertight: The earlier windscreen rubber fits snugly into the 
recess pressing as shown here

What is worse is that this corrosion process starts the moment 
the car is stored outside, as they usually were, after leaving the 
production line. The happy customer takes delivery of their nice shiny 
new Rover Mini little realising that it may have already started to rust 
in a place where they cannot see it until ominous bubbles start to 
appear along the lower edge of the windscreen rubber. By that time, 
the corrosion damage is already likely to be extensive, and only major 
surgery will save the day, and the car.

In my February report I made reference to the state of an 
early 1990s Spi Rover Cooper being restored in my local crash 
repairer’s workshop. As promised, I armed myself with a camera 
when I made a recent return visit, and so the images here are of 
the car in question.  

Boxed in by other vehicles while it awaits the next stage of its 
resurrection, the car has already received many new panels but 
I thought members might be interested to see the extent of 
corrosion to the front bulkhead and not least the area adjacent 
to where the windscreen scuttle panel had once resided, having 
earlier been junked due to its advanced state of disintegration. 
Unwittingly, the scuttle panel VIN stamping was also discarded in 
the process. 

Had the restorer realised that it was there, it might have been 
salvageable and re-welded into the new panel - a point worth 
noting if your car requires a replacement windscreen scuttle. 
As for this particular car, the extent of corrosion to the entire 
bulkhead panel suggests that complete replacement might be the 
most sensible option.

Windscreen rubber water ingress eventually spreads corrosion to 
the dashboard panel

Easily lost: Don’t forget to save the windscreen scuttle VIN 
stamping should the panel need replacing
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In spite of the downcast nature of this month’s report, we can at 
least take comfort from the knowledge that all of the Mini’s panels 
are replaceable with new or good second hand items. Not so for the 
very sad looking Triumph Dolomite Sprint that was also in the same 
workshop. Now that car is a challenge!

I am grateful to Steve Burkinshaw for his assistance with this report. 

Until next month.

British Summer Time begins on Sunday 26th March. Bring it on!

John Parnell 

The state of corrosion to the passenger side of the same car leaves 
little doubt that complete panel replacement is the only viable solution

Coachbuilt Cooper and Cooper S Register

Minisprints dominate this month’s 
report and I’m sure if Neville Trickett 
were to read this feature he’d be 
impressed by the huge following these 
cars have these days. A few months 
ago Dessie Moore based in Omagh, 
N.Ireland, wrote to me with some 
photos of his recently built Minisprint 
finished in silver with a wide black 
centre stripe running from the front 
to the back. Dessie is not new to 
these conversions and has converted 
a number of similar cars at his well 
equipped workshop. In fact he can be 
found on the internet under www.Steve Burkinshaw

minisprinter.com should members want a quality conversion of their 
own Mini/Cooper.

Dessie explained that he had spent 400 hours on this latest model 
and the components list was huge. The base car started life in 1996 
as an Equinox and came to Dessie in a rusty state. Before sectioning 
could take place the bare shell was treated  to many new panels, all 
Heritage ones, including wings, A-panels, inner wheel arches, front 
scuttle, upper dash rail, both hinge panels, boot lid, bonnet, front 
panel, both door skins, battery box and many other small sections 
too numerous to mention. M-Machine provided the floor panels and 
inner/outer sills. If that wasn’t enough work he then removed 50mm 
between the roof and the waist line of the car and another 50mm 
from the body thereby creating the Sprint profile.

The high quality metal work then took weeks of grinding and 
prepping before the Rover colours of silver and black were 
applied. Both subframes were stripped and painted black to 
receive new KYB dampers, brake overhaul, new kunifer pipes, 
recon servo and the list goes on. Keith Calver prepared the 1310 
cc ‘fast road’ engine fed by a reconditioned HIF 44 SU carb. The 
cooling was improved by the use of an aluminium radiator; the 
exhaust is an RC40 via and the overhauled gearbox which runs 
a 3.44 diff. To complete the external package Wood and Pickett 
style wheel arches cover the gleaming two-tone 5.5"x12" Super 
Light alloys and Falken ZE 914 tyres.

Thanks to Dessie for contacting me and more pictures of his fine 
work can be seen on his website.

Philip Splett was kind enough to send some photos of another 
Minisprint conversion this time undertaken in Norway. Not much 
information on the car at the moment, but Philip’s friend, Brian 
Thurston, obviously wants his version to stand out which it does 
alright, but I am not too sure about the rear number plate position 
and light panel?Dessie Moore’s Equinox Minisprint

Front shot of Dessie’s Minisprint showing off lowered roof line

This photo demonstrates the difference the sprint conversion 
makes to the look of the car when compared with a standard one
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Last May at the Mk1 Performance Day at Blyton, I viewed two 
very well produced Minisprints by home constructors. One of 
the cars was BMM 488A, which was displayed on the British 
Mini Owners stand at Bingley Hall at the end of January. In the 
front windscreen a sign read: Genuine Neville Trickett Minisprint 
R. From this I assume the basic shell was delivered to Neville 
in Northern France where he worked his magic with an angle 
grinder and welder and formed the outline for the Sprinted shell. 

Neville Trickett Minisprint based on 1963 Mini Cooper

S&A Minisprint GT with just visible bespoke gutter around door

S&A Minisprint GT with just visible bespoke gutter around door

Re-shaped rear quarter light in place of fixed glass

Side view with roof gutter removed

Nice re-shaping of rear quarter light using narrower later frame in 
stainless steel
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As some of us may know, Neville does not complete the final 
seam welding but leaves that to the customers to fully finish in 
their own premises.

BMM was nicely finished in bright red and in the style of my 
Stewart and Ardern Minisprint GT car where the roof gutter is 
removed. I could be wrong, but as there is no gutter above the 
doors as on this red car, water will definitely run into the interior. 
It’s also difficult to make a good seal around the rear quarter lights 
if there is no gutter above them either. If the car is driven quickly 
enough maybe the rain is repelled! S & A conversions eliminated 
the rear window problem by using the rubber seal directly from 
the glass to the body. My car’s windows were originally like this 
but I converted them to open which is more aesthetically pleasing 
if not also more practical.

Michael Elkins has a vast collection of model cars and he sent me a 
most unusual link to Minisprints from Airfix Magazine Annual, now 
long out of print. The annual, circa 1970, describes in detail how the 
modeller can convert an Airfix 1:32 scale model Mini Cooper to an 
S&A GT. Martin De’ath, the model’s constructor, believed that all 
you needed to do to create a Minisprint was to remove and lower 
the roof, remove side seams and glue it back together. He made no 
mention of lowering the body. The photo of the finished model looks 
like the out of proportion Minis from the 60s and 70s where basic 
roof chops were common, but totally out of proportion. Like the 
model, I wish it was that simple.

Steve Burkinshaw

Airfix magazine annual front cover

Innocenti Register

Firstly, I must apologise for the lack 
of reports over the past two months. 
Again, I’ve been having massive 
problems with my PC which now 
has Windows 10 installed after I lost 
everything on my PC last year. It 
originally had Windows Vista installed, 
which after a bit of getting used to, 
turned out to be half decent. After the 
local computer shop installed Windows 
7, it then seems to have updated itself 
to Windows 10. ….and this seems to 
be causing a whole host of never ending 
problems for me. Anyway, PC problems 
aside, I have managed to get this report 
produced notwithstanding.

Since I ran the report on the various fan pulley options for the 
Cooper 1300 Export in a previous report some time back, we have 
had new members join the club who are in the process of restoring 
cars at present. 

The question that has cropped up again is regarding the different colours 
used for fan pulleys when members have been viewing sales brochures, 
or road rests of the time. Three different colours have been used, but 
owners are still confused as to which colour pulley their car should have.

A period service bulletin dated 28/11/1974 from Innocenti to 
their dealership network, explained that three different fan pulley 
options were available throughout the production life of the 
Cooper 1300 Export. These fan pulleys were painted in different 
colours as each modification was applied during production at the 
time. Different diameter pulleys and pulley spacers were used to 
both alter the speed of the fan and reduce noise according to the 
service bulletin.
The first fan pulley was painted gloss black (Nero) and was 98mm 
in diameter. The pulley design was then modified and the diameter 
was increased to 118mm. A round four hole spacer (with longer 
mounting bolts) was used to place the fan neared the radiator. 
This modified fan pulley set up was painted gloss yellow (Giallo). 
The third and final modification kept the 118mm diameter fan 

Foster Charlton

S&A Minisprint GT with just visible bespoke gutter around door
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pulley, but then lost the spacer. This final fan pulley was painted 
gloss red (Rosso).

Since no chassis numbers were given as change points then, providing 
that your Cooper 1300 Export still has its original fan pulley set up, 
the correct colour for the fan pulley can easily be determined by 
following my aforementioned observations.

Just recently, I took two fan pulleys with a good coverage of original paint 
still on them to my local Brown Brothers paint factors, where I left them 
for the chap to try and match up. I gently used some T-Cut to take off 
any surface discolouration first. Unfortunately, none of the widely used 
‘RAL’ code colours came anywhere close to the original ones, so the nice 
helpful chap at the paint factors, with an interest in classic cars, made it 
his mission to find the nearest match for both colours.

After a couple of days I received a phone call from the paint factors 
with the chap saying he’d found very good matches for both the 
yellow and red paint. He showed me the paint swatches he thought 
were the best match (after he’d viewed hundreds of them) and we 
both agreed that they were pretty much spot on.
I had an aerosol of each mixed up (around £10.00 plus vat) and 
painted a couple of spare pulleys the following day. Both colours were 
an absolute match and I am more than happy to share the paint codes 
for anyone wanting exactly the right shade of each.

Brown Brothers has other branches in the UK, so finding one 
shouldn’t be a problem. Saying that, I would have thought any other 
paint factors would be able to cross reference the codes and come up 
with the same shades of both. Here are the said codes:

Yellow: Manufacturer, Ford (Europe). Saffron Yellow. Brand code HY22

Red: Manufacturer Iveco . Rosso Lancaster112. Brand code 3LPN

That’s all for this month      

Foster Charlton

Mini Super Register

I apologise for the lack of content in my 
report this month.
Also, my apologies to Ian Chilcott for 
inadvertently omitting his surname 
from the report on his car featured in 
last month’s report.

I am now taking names for the reserved 
‘Super’ area for this year’s Beaulieu 
meeting in June. There are three free 
passes in the main arena; if you would 
like one then please contact me as soon 
as possible to reserve your place. Your 
Super does not have to be in pristine 
condition, it can be a restoration project 
or a car part-way through a rebuild. 

Please do let me know about your Super, anyone else’s for that 
matter, even if you no longer own it or if the car no longer exists.

Garry Dickens

Garry Dickens

1275GT Register

Last month’s article highlighted NOK 
329M, with James Ellis providing his 
sighting of the car some six years ago.This 
prompted Roger Agate to email me with 
his history of owning NOK in the past.  
Roger bought the GT in 1998 as a scrap 
car but ultimately ended up repairing 
it and got it back on the road after an 
extended period of abandonment.

This 10 inch wheel GT had a rod change 
gearbox and had somehow ended up 
in a shell with rubber front subframe 
mounts. The engine at that time was 
an MG Metro lump. Roger recalls the 
feature point of the inertia seatbelts 
being a Limeflower coloured set!

Three French holidays and a trip to the 2003 IMM in Italy proved 
NOK to be a worthy and reliable companion, towing a ‘Mini rear’ 
trailer with all the paraphernalia a family of four needs to carry on 
a long trip. Having paid the princely sum of £175 for NOK in 1998, 
Roger parted company with the GT in 2004 for £1,200. Remember 
those days before things went crazy on values?

Alan Clark

NOK 329M in caricature

Note yellow pulley had a spacer

Pulleys are original black, yellow and red
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Meanwhile Roger’s current GT, VOB329H, which I last featured 
back in October 2016, is close to completion with a target of the 
IMM and Beaulieu in June to aim at. I look forward to seeing the 
results of his efforts with great anticipation.  

I was recently contacted by member Graham Harvey, who has 
proved, once again, that there are still good restorable GTs 
out there to be found by acquiring a Snapdragon coloured GT 
registered FNP 635X. Graham has posed a question about his GT 
in that he was wondering if his could be the youngest surviving GT 
in the country.

FNP 635X was registered on 1st August 1981 and was acquired by 
Graham 18 months ago from a friend who had originally purchased 
it in 1994, having been abandoned with a failed clutch in 1997 in a 
damp garage.

Twenty years of neglect has taken its toll on FNP but Graham is 
hopeful he can save what looks to be a very original car. Look closely 
at the photos and you can see that although rusty in the usual places, 
the shell is straight and well aligned with good panel gaps. Original 
wheels and trims have survived and look in usable condition and the 
interior has also remained unmolested.

Let’s hope Graham can rise to the challenge ahead and preserve a 
very worthy GT! 

Alan Clark

Original Snapdragon paint still has a shine

Straight, complete and unmolested, a perfect project car

Modern MINI Cooper Register

Oliver Taylor’s MINI Adventure

So, my MINI adventure began back in 
2003 when I ordered a MINI Cooper 
S brand new from the dealer. I 
only had the vehicle approximately 
a year and half when it was time 
to buy a house so the vehicle had 
to go. A year later I purchased a 
99 MPI which I still own but the 
supercharger bug just kept ticking 
away at me so, again, I purchased 
another MINI Cooper S in 2009. 
This car was a 2005 one purchased 
directly from a MINI dealer and the 
vehicle stayed with me for 3 years 

but then the time had come to change cars once again.

I found a R56 JCW 2009 at my local MINI dealer which was a 
vehicle I had always wanted.  It was treated to as many John Cooper 
Accessories as I could possibly find and the vehicle gave me great 
pleasure for the next couple of years. 

Time to change vehicles again meant it was sold to make way for a 
company car but with the MPI staying firmly in my possession. I didn't 
feel the need to replace the MINI until 2016 as the bug for one just 
wouldn't go so another was purchased. This time I found a MINI 
Cooper S Checkmate, not a vehicle I was initially looking for, but it 
came up at a good price and with a low mileage at 60,000 miles for a 
2006 vehicle.

David Young

Oliver Taylor’s First BMW MINI Cooper S

Oliver’s current Checkmate Cooper S
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I have found that the MPI is great to own and drive but just isn't a 
winter driver so I find it’s only used in the summer months and for 
specific shows. However, with the MINI Cooper S, I fully intend to 
use it all year round.

The MINI will need a little work over the next year but the issue at 
this stage that I would like to resolve is the odd brown coolant colour 
it has. My previous cars haven't had this issue and so I have flushed 
the car’s cooling system a couple of times, but unfortunately it always 
returns to the same colour after some driving. Is this something 
anyone else has had issues with?

I have also found the heated rear window affects the radio reception 
when both are switched on. It seems the rear screens can be an issue, 
according to the forums, but again does any else have any further 
information on this? 

The information I can currently find on the MINI Cooper S 
Checkmate is limited but having recently found a sales brochure on 
eBay I hope to find out more about it.

Thanks for sharing your MINI adventure with us Oliver.

A F56 JCW is ordered

Anyhow, to my good news. Yes, I have been and gone and done 
it! I have finally ordered my new JCW with all the bits along 
with leather seats, Sat Nav, possibly the USB exhaust (under 
negotiation); it’s cheaper to add one than have one on the build. 
It will be the same colour as my current JCW and with my 
R33 EJB plate. That will confuse the neighbours or at least my 
household.

It was a very pleasant experience, using the MINI online configurator 
and then doing the same build on Coopers of Tonbridge (Kent) 
MINI Sales tool. Close but not the same. You can’t have one of these 
without ordering one of these, but you have the Chilli Pack so you 
don’t need one of those!  I just think the MINI sales folk have a great 
job. A product that sells itself!  Biased, well maybe. This will be my 
5th Modern MINI all from Coopers, formally L&C. All of them have 
been great except my first R56 ‘S’ - the one that blew the clutch up 
after 17,000 miles.

Nice to have a long test drive trying all the modes, I didn’t like the 
Head Up display, so we will not be ordering that. The exhaust is nice 
on Sport mode and with just one click of the USB, but fully open 
it would cause heads to turn, maybe that is the point. Adjustable 
suspension, that was great, her indoors will be happy having that. 
Never worried me having stiff suspension, the run flats were more of 
an issue and so I am not having them. I will have a smoother, quieter 
ride and more grip too.

Back end of an F56 JCW with special exhaust

£28,000 for a new MINI is still a lot of money for a MINI, but 
such fun and you can’t take it with you! The F56 is clearly a more 
refined car, is smoother than the R53, not too hard to beat, 
smoother than the R56, I blame the sports suspension and run 
flats. Will it go round corners like an R53? Nope it needs a proper 
LSD for that - one that keeps power on the wheel that is not 
slipping not just an electronic gizmo that turns all power down. 
The standard of finish is brilliant, it keeps getting better. No rattles 
of creaks apart from me! I am definitely getting older. 0-60 in 6.3 
seconds and 230BHP, twin scroll Turbo allowing over boost for 
a traffic light Grand Prix, not that you do that at my time of life, 
besides too many cars on the road for it as well.

Next month, hopefully, I will give you a first impressions report and 
some pictures of the car. Do please keep sending in articles and 
Modern MINI stuff to me and make my life easier in writing the 
Register reports.

The MINI CHALLENGE racing series starts in April so more 
reporting to do there. I am conscious that we do tend to have a lot 
of motor sport articles but that is what the name Cooper is all about. 
But we need to get the balance right. We can’t all afford to roll our 
pride and joys into a pile of scrap metal.

Until next month………….

David Young

New JCW Dashboard 

Non-Cooper Register

The ERA MiniTurbo

First of all, I must wish you all a 
happy and successful New Year, and 
apologise that it is a month late. I’m 
afraid I suffered some technical issues 
in the form of Windows 10 spitting its 
dummy out for some time. This month 
I would like to talk about a car which 
is often a touch divisive, but certainly 
an interesting one and that is the ERA 
Mini Turbo.

In the late eighties ERA, an evolution 
of the English Racing Automobiles 
company of pre-war fame, set out 

to build a car that could be a worthy successor to the Cooper S. 
It was to incorporate all of the speed, handling, and excitement of 
the Cooper S, while also including comfort and refinement seen 
as necessary in a more modern world. To allow ERA to create 
the fastest production Mini while retaining some refinement, 
they turned to the big performance craze of the eighties – Turbo-
charging. With the premise of using as many standard and readily 

Jonathan Voss
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available Austin Rover parts as possible, the MG Metro Turbo’s 
A-series unit was shoe-horned into the car along with a more 
comprehensive cooling package. The 1275cc engine produced a 
healthy 94bhp at 6,200rpm and plenty of mid-range torque to make 
it very drivable on the road while getting from 0-60mph in 9.9 
seconds, and on to a top speed of 102mph.

Suspension and brakes were also upgraded to handle the added 
grunt, with front lower arms giving 1.5 degrees of negative 
camber, and adjustable dampers could be set to give the best 
ride quality and body control, on both country roads and 
smooth circuits. More front toe out calmed down any torque 
steer too. Metro Turbo four pot callipers and ventilated discs 
at the front, and modified drums at the rear also improved the 
heat management of the brake system, meaning track time and 
spirited driving were less likely to result in the mildly terrifying 
phenomenon of brake fade.

The interior was given a touch of luxury with supportive leather 
sports seats from the Metro available in full or half leather, and a 
leather covered dash. The full width dash panel was complete with 
extra dials to keep an eye on the more crucial temperatures and 
pressures, and a glove box. Under the centre switch panel was 
a centre console with heater controls, a digital clock, and extra 
lighting switches (relocated from the small switch panel under the 
right hand side of the lower dash rail in most late cars). There was 
also a Philips radio, with speakers under the lower dash rail, and 
on the rear parcel shelf, to provide a better sound quality than the 
standard radios at the time. I believe that Japanese cars were also 
fitted with air conditioning.

The exterior is probably what makes the ERA so divisive, in that 
it had a very pronounced and distinctive colour coded body kit 
designed by Dennis Adams of British sports car firm Marcos. It was 
comprised of a deep chin spoiler with brake cooling ducts, large 
wheel arches, deep side skirts, and a chunky rear bumper matching 
the front. The kit was made up of four pieces and has become 
very rare now and so aftermarket copies are often used. The large 
wheel arches housed 6x13” one piece five spoke alloy wheels, with 
a design very much of the time. The colour options consisted of 
Flame Red, British Racing Green, Black, White, or Silver, although 
red and green are by far the most common. 

There were 99 UK and 337 Japanese cars built, and in the UK cost 
£11,949 when new, with extras costing more, such as full leather 
seats at £438, and silver or black paint for £168, and twin driving 
lamps for £67. That was quite a sum of money, and many were 
bought by collectors and enthusiasts such as the Sultan of Brunei. 
Being quite a rare car they do not seem to come up for sale too 
often, but after a quick bit of research it looks like about £30,000 
is the rough figure for one from a specialist dealer at the moment. 
However, I do remember that at the Brands Hatch Mini Festival 
last year professional dreamers, GC Motors, had one up for sale 
for £40,000. Sadly, I was working so I didn’t get a chance to stop 
and look at the condition of the car, but it probably drew more 
comments from my colleagues than any of the other cars around 
the circuit that weekend. 

So, there you have it - a very unique car that could be quite a 
wise investment!

Jonathan Voss

The ERA built turbo-charged Mini

Sumptuous interior with swathes of leather

Radical body kit designed by Dennis Adams

Powerplant from the Metro Turbo



Region Time of Meeting Location Contact

Cheshire
(West)

TBD TBD TBD

  Devon & Cornwall TBD Varies Barry Elm 07941 199001
minicooper35@elmsgrove.com

Essex 1st Monday
At 8:00pm

Hawk Pub, Battlesbridge
On the A130 SS11 7RJ

Mick Willson 01702 530731
h623x304@sky.com

Gwynedd 1st Wednesday
At 8:00pm

Glan Aber Hotel, Betws-y-Coed
Gwynedd LL24 0AB

David Roberts
01248 811109

Hampshire 3rd Thursday
At 8:00pm

George and Falcon at Warnford Sally Salter 02380 560073
sallysalter@ntlworld.com

  Herts & 
  London (N)

2nd Wednesday
At 8:00pm

The Duke of York, Ganwick Corner, Barnet Road, 
Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 4SG
0208 440 4674

Position vacant
apply to Patricia Webb

Jersey 3rd Tuesday St Marys Country Pub, St Mary JE2 3PD Mark Le Gallais 01534 858082
mk1leg@hotmail.co.uk

Kent 2nd Wednesday of each 
month. 7.30pm

Cock Inn, Heath Rd, Boughton Monchelsea, Maidstone, 
Kent ME17 4JD

Justin and Annmarie Ridyard 
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk 01304 330715

Lancashire Last Tuesday
At 7.30

Hoghton Arms, Blackburn Road, Whithnell, 
Chorley, Lancashire, PR6 8BL 

Mick Cooke 01282 866195/07976 932192 
m.cooke1275s@gmail.com

  Lincolnshire 7pm First Thursday of  
the month

The New Inn, Great Limber, Lincolnshire, DN37 8JL.  
On the A18 between Kerminton (Humberside Airport)  
and Keelby

Christopher Smith
07861 776 341 (after 6pm only) 
Miffy1977@hotmail.co.uk

Midlands
(West)

1st Tuesday
At 8:00pm

New Inns Public House, off the A451
Stourbridge DY8 3YQ

Darren Carr 01384 254311
daz.carr@blueyonder.co.uk

Newcastle and Durham 1st Monday
At 8pm

The Dun Cow at Bournmoor, near Chester-le-Street, just 
off Junction 63 on the A1M. DH4 6DY 

Niall Cook 07770 796049 0191 4133606
nialltcook@tiscali.co.uk

Norfolk 1st Sunday
At 1:00pm

The Bell Inn, Salhouse NR13 6RW Jim Redburn 01603 720049
jimredburn@hotmail.co.uk

Oxfordshire 3rd Monday
At 8:00pm

 The Plough, Appleton, OX13 5JR Colin Woodage 01235 772525
cwoodage@hotmail.co.uk

  Scotland Sunday 13th November 
At 11:00 am

The Conservatory, Norton House Hotel, Ingliston, 
Edinburgh EH28 8LX

Ben & Patricia Webb 07834 081667 
ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk

  Somerset Region  Please call for details of next meeting Position vacant
apply to Patricia Webb

Mid Staffs 1st Monday, 7.30pm The George and Dragon, Meaford, Stone ST15 0PX Pete Cresswell 01785 760211 or  
pete.cresswell.t21@btinternet.com 

  Suffolk Region 1st Thursday At 7.30 The Cherry Tree Public House, Woodbridge
 

Ian MacPherson 01728 831956 or 07749936274 
ian@ianmacgolf.co.uk 

Sussex 2nd Tuesday
At 8:00pm

The John Selden, Salvington Road, Worthing, BN132HN Peter Hodges 01273 454440 or 07663 00122
peter_hodges@sky.com

  Thames Valley Last Wednesday At 8:00pm The Crooked Billet, London Road, Hook, Hants, RG27 9EH Robert Clayson 01252 726618
thames_valley@minicooper.org
Ken Hunter 01344 772446

Warwickshire Region 4th Wednesday each 
month starting at 8:00pm

The Houndshill, Banbury Road, Ettington, Ettington, CV37 7NS
http://www.thehoundshill.co.uk/

Cliff Porter 01386 840645 
warwick@cliffdporter.co.uk

Worcestershire Every Monday
At 7.30pm

The Blue Bell, 
35 Upton Road, Callow End, Worcester, WR2 4TY

Mick Rowley 01905 428378/07791 624783
rminimick@aol.com

  Wiltshire & Dorset Alternate 2nd Wednesday 
each Month 8.00pm 

Even number months Redlynch Sports & Social Club, 
Woodfalls Cross, The Ridge, Woodfalls, Salisbury SP5 2L 

Odd number months Tyrrells Ford Country Inn, Ringwood 
Road, Avon, Christchurch, BH23 7BQ

Malcolm Francis 
malcsmf@btinternet.com 

Nick Stansmore 
nickstansmore@live.co.uk

  Yorkshire 3rd Tuesday at 8.00pm The Fox and Grapes Public House, York Road, LS15 4NJ, 
A64, Just off the A1

Position vacant
apply to Patricia Webb

Australia  www.minicooperorg/australia John Heselwood
minicooper@ozemail.com.au

France  didier.lecesne@orange.fr or p.doucerain@orange.fr 

MCR REGIONAL MEETINGS

POSITION

VACANT

POSITION

VACANT

POSITION

VACANT

NEW 

VENUE

NEW 

VENUE

NEW 

VENUE

NEW 

VENUE

NEW 

REGION

NEW 

DATE

Regional Co-ordinator - Patricia Webb - 45 St Leonards Hill, Queensferry Road, Dunfermline, Fife, Scotland KY11 3AH - 07834 081697- regions@minicooper.org
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Kent Region

Big news for the early season is the addition of a breakfast run. We had hoped to start at the A20 Lenham Café but as this is not now possible we 
are currently looking for a new venue which we hope to have sorted in the next few days. The Lenham Café is not open on Sundays normally and 
we felt they were being unreasonable asking for a hire charge on top of purchasing over 50 breakfasts upfront. The run is due to take place on the 
23rd April and we will be emailing everyone who has asked to take part with menu options in good time before the event.     

The full events list for Kent is as below! Let us know if you would like to take part in any of these?

Events for 2017

24th April – St Georges Day Breakfast Run
27th May – Deal Classic Car Show – Walmer Green
11th June – Kent display - MCR, National Mini Cooper Day – Beaulieu. 
8-9th July – Brands Hatch Mini Festival
30th July – Region Summer get together and picnic. Bearsted Green 
20th August – The Ham Sandwich Run 
24th September – Oh so Retro Show, Margate

Venue for Monthly Meetings
Cock Inn, Heath Rd, Boughton Monchelsea, Maidstone, Kent ME17 4JD
The second Wednesday of each month. Next meeting will be 8th March. See you there!

Join the Facebook Group for Kent at http://www.facebook.com/groups/472768396103194/

All the best! 

Justin & Annmarie Ridyard
Tel: 01304 330715
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk

Mid Staffs Region

The Region held its Scalextric Race Night at the beginning of 
February and a report will feature in these notes next month. As a 
little taster of the evening the attached picture shows the line-up 
of MINI Coopers available on the night. The original two from the 
Italian Job set (which incidentally was a ‘special limited edition’ for 
M&S) have been semi-retired after sterling service for the last two 
race nights and at the fingers of my two eldest granddaughters. 
I’m not sure who gave them the most stick – the kids or the 
real racers at the club night, but I do know that one of them had 
suffered some substantial damage in the true sense of saloon car 
racing. Mirrors have gone and the rear side windows have gone! 
So, they have been replaced with two new cars and superb they 
look too. Both are models of cars from the MINI Challenge series. 
The R56 scale model of Harry Vaulkhard’s car in Power Maxed/
Steel Seal livery from the JCW class looks really mean, whilst the 
black car is a model of the earlier JCW racer in Riverdale livery 
used by Chris Knox. And NO we haven’t gone digital the picture 
was posed!

Now to future events, and things are starting to fall into place for the rest of the year, so our regular meetings and other events are lining up as follows:

Monday March 6th. A pub natter night.

Monday April 3rd. A pub natter night.
Note: I am trying to organise a guest for either the March or April meeting. If this comes off, more details will be posted on the Forum Site and 
people on the email circulation will be notified directly.

REGIONAL REPORTS



Sunday April 23rd Drive it Day. 
A visit to a restorers about 25 miles away followed by Sunday Lunch in a local pub. The route there will be straight forward using main roads and a 
scenic return route is planned. Total distance there and back will be about 60 miles.

Monday May 1st. This is also the Mayday Bank Holiday so likely to be a pub natter.

Monday June 5th. Informal Concours night, where people attending vote for the car they would most like to take home with them, and I am 
hoping Minimine will support a class for Minis and MINIs.

Monday July 3rd. Annual BBQ night. Hopefully the sun will come along for 2017!

Saturday 5th August. The Annual Tour. A summer tour again this year, with a route of approximately 150 miles is planned to take us across the 
Long Mynd and the Stiperstones, before heading north to the Shropshire Lake District. Breakfast, coffee, lunch and afternoon tea stops will all be 
included in the entry fee subject to confirmation. Route planning has already started and once I have booked the venues for the breaks during the 
run I can formally announce the event.

Monday 7th August. Regular club night.

Monday 4th September. Car Show night. This meeting seems to attract several cars we don’t see at other times.

Monday October 2nd. Now traditionally a talk about something other than cars!

Monday November 6th. 
Quiz Night. Lots of questions about really strange subjects with a general motoring theme.

Monday December 4th. The Christmas Dinner, with guest speaker.

So that’s it. 2017 has just started and I’ve just finished it off! If you want to join us and don’t already receive information by email, then please contact 
me. The details are below. Although many different marques and models attend the meetings, Minis and MINIs are always welcome. We meet at the 
George and Dragon, Meaford Road, Stone. ST15 0PX on the first Monday of each month, from 7.30pm onwards.

STOP PRESS
Christabel Carlisle will be attending our April 3rd Meeting, and after a chat about her career she will be signing copies of her book ‘Mini Virtuoso’. 
Save the postage by being there! Starts at 8.00pm prompt.

Pete Cresswell
pete.cresswell@btinternet.com
01785 760211

Suffolk Region

Here in Suffolk we’ve been disappointed not to have had any of our monthly runs this winter yet. Our planned date in November was wet and 
windy. We miss out December. The January date was frosty with plenty of salt on the roads from the previous week! Fingers crossed for March; 
maybe you will get your mystery run done before summer Steve! The only other thing to mention at the moment is that the restoration work on 
Steve Burch’s Innocenti is progressing and it now has its engine fitted (see photos), courtesy of a long working weekend undertaken by Jack Gray 
and Rod Bance. The car is still on course to be finished for Beaulieu in June. 

Please note that our monthly meeting is now at the Cherry Tree Public House Woodbridge 1st Thursdays 7.30pm.

If you have recently joined the MCR, do please come along to one of our meetings as you will be made very welcome.

Ian MacPherson
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Warwickshire region

Our first event of 2017 was our annual meal held on the 18th January at the 
Houndshill, Ettington, near Stratford-upon-Avon and which is located on the 
A422. Sixteen of us, including partners, sat down to enjoy a three course 
seasonal meal. Adam Linforth, a new member to our fold joined us too. As 
usual, Patrick Walker provided the entertainment with his selection of hats and 
pet parrot.  Members enjoyed their ‘joint hug’ method of opening their post 
Christmas crackers.  Sadly, the evening was over so very quickly.  Andy and his 
team did us proud and we look forward to many more evenings at the venue.

The region meetings are held on the 4th Wednesday each month at the Houndshill 
but beware when there are five Wednesdays in the following months; 22nd March, 
24th May, 23rd August and  22nd November.  Members and their partners are 
always welcome at our club nights and no appointment is necessary. If you live in or 
around the Stratford-upon-Avon area, the Houndshill is easily accessible from the 
M40 along the A429 (Fosse Way). So why not pop along to one of our meetings.

Our local venues for shows include Gaydon, Stoneleigh and Prescott Hill Climbs. 
We might even organise a Sunday morning breakfast meeting at Gaydon (British 

Motor Museum) during 2017 if there is sufficient interest.  Don’t forget the Lavender Run on Sunday 23rd July and also Saturday 30th September at 
Prescott which is an event which may include a number of Minis as it is part of the HRCR speed series. Please get in touch with Cliff at warwick@
cliffdporter.co.uk .

Finally, no photos from annual meal so to protect the guilty, but the Mini Cooper Register website has been updated with a map image as the region 
was not listed!

Cliff Porter    

Wilts. & Dorset region

Can you spot the difference?

As the two of you read through this report, hopefully munching on your best Brownies ever 
following last month’s report, I challenge you to spot the difference in the two photos of our 
gathering for our annual not the Christmas dinner.

And how I wish that last month I had asked the editor to rename the magazine ‘COOKER 
WORLD’. Another opportunity missed I’m afraid.

Anyway, on Wednesday 11th January 17 of us assembled at the Tyrrells Ford Country Inn between 
Ringwood and Christchurch for a very convivial meal. As usual, the Inn management team kept us 
in suspense on our arrival as to whether they had remembered we were coming. Then, following a 
game of musical chairs, made more taxing as we had to carry our own knives and forks with us as we 
circulated the premises until the music stopped, we finally arrived at our chosen eating places.

Unfortunately, our group of 17 were in competition with 35 representatives of the local bridge club, 
having their real Christmas Dinner. As it happened, they had also sat down ahead of us, so any 
chance of a quick turnaround of meals was trumped by their more advantageous hand.

Everyone enjoyed themselves and the varied menu available seemed to suit everyone’s 
tastes and appetites, although it is true to say that in a few cases the menu seemed to vary 
between ordering and delivery!

Following a few words about the forthcoming year’s activities, and appreciation of 
everyone’s continued support, in particular  Nick Stansmore’s for all his input into organising 
the gathering, yours truly had to return home as my partner still has work commitments 
which require a very early start next morning.

But the good thing is that everyone seemed to enjoy it and it was good to meet one new 
member who dropped in to say he would attend meetings in future. We also welcomed 
David Nutland and his wife back into the fold.

Sadly, one or two of our members could not attend due to health issues or family bereavement, and we wish them well and offer our sympathies respectively.

The next gathering at Tyrrells Ford is on Wednesday 8th March at 8.p.m. Nick Stansmore and I really look forward to seeing everyone again.

Malcolm Francis
malcsmf@btinternet.com
nickstansmore@live.co.uk    

Fabric sunroof now 
fitted in the car
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FOR SALE AND WANTED
Notice to car buyers
The driver and vehicle licensing agency (DVLA) may refuse to 
register vehicles that are without a vehicle identification number 
(V.I.N.) and/or an engine number. The DVLA. may ask the 
police to inspect cars without either one of these identification 
numbers. Members and readers are advised to be cautious 
before purchasing such vehicles.

Notice to advertisers
ALL ADVERTS TO THE EDITOR EITHER BY EMAIL   
OR POST
Members classified “for sale” and “wanted” adverts are free 
(minis and mini parts only) providing they are not excessively 
long nor in the course of business trade. Please quote your 
membership number when writing. Non-members and trade 
members wishing to place a classified advert must enclose a 
cheque for £5.00 with their advert script. Failure to do so will 
result in the advert being returned unpublished. Cheques should 
be made payable to Mini Cooper Register.

Business advertisements disclosure order 1977.  
All traders are required to state this fact clearly in their 
advertisements either by the letter T or the word Trade
The club regrets that adverts for log books (V5 documents) 
and/or chassis plates cannot be accepted adverts. Adverts must 
be in written form only please and addressed to the magazine 
editor. This includes instructions for repeat insertions and/or 
advert amendments.

WANTED

01252 612245

complete collections purchased.
any condition considered from barn finds 

to concours.
we are cash buyers, not agents, 

immediate settlement
with discretion assured.

01252 612245 | 07836 20315901252 612245 | 07836 203159
sales@cms-gb.com

ALL MINI COOPERS & 
COOPER S MK1, 2 & 3.  
ALSO INTERESTED IN 1275 GT, 

COUNTRYMANS / TRAVELLERS, PICKUPS, 
VANS AND LOW MILEAGE STANDARD 

SALOONS.

Cars for sale

1997 Rover Mini 1275 injection in silver with pepper pot alloys, cream 
leather interior, 27,000 miles, new tyres, MOT to August 2017.  Lovely 
condition £5,995. Philip Splett - 01702 216062 or 07768  972579 (Essex).

Wood and Pickett Margrave based on a 1978 Mini 1000 Clubman 
Automatic. First owned by Gerald Ronson one time owner of H.R.Owen. 
The car was painted metallic green when converted. It is de-seamed, has 
a vinyl roof to waistband and an oval rear screen. The air-con unit is still 
installed although the seats and dash are missing.
It is a rolling shell with engine and gearbox included. This project will 
require a replacement body shell. The V5C is present. Offers around 
£1,500. Call Chris Nicholls on: 07791744135 (Surrey)  
 

Parts Wanted

WANTED - DOWNTON enamel on metal badge, either original or good 
replica. Would really like one in excellent/mint condition but anything 
restorable considered. Fair price paid according to condition. Please email 
picture and price to: tcotebrook@fsmail.net All emails will be answered.
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